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Abstract

In the pharmaceutical industry mammalian cell lines gained more and more attention in the last decade and are nowadays the primary expression system in the production of therapeutic recombinant proteins. Despite its diverse drawbacks, the stirred tank reactor (STR) is usually the system of choice and serves as major workhorse for most applications. To overcome the limitations faced in established processes, improved bioreactors are needed to provide a more favorable in vitro environment to mimic in vivo conditions.

In the first part of this work the influence of shear flow on the cell physiology is investigated to identify and anticipate the impact of this process parameter during cell cultivation. The major goal is to determine whether the type of shear flow, to which cells are exposed, influences the initiation of cell death. Two flow devices are employed to impose distinct hydrodynamic flow fields: a uniform steady simple shear flow and an oscillating extensional flow. The cellular response is evaluated by measuring the release of intracellular components into the culture supernatant, as indicator for membrane rupture and necrotic death, and by means of fluorescence activated cell sorting, to distinguish between necrotic and apoptotic cell death. It is shown that mammalian cells, indeed, distinguish between discrete types of flow and respond differently. They will enter the apoptotic pathway when subjected to low levels of hydrodynamic stress in oscillating, extensional flow. In contrast, necrotic death prevails when the cells are exposed to low levels of hydrodynamic stresses in simple shear flow or to high levels in extensional flow. However, under prolonged exposure to extensional flow cells suffer severe necrosis even under shear stresses comparable to the threshold obtained using
simple shear flow. The determined threshold values at which cells will enter the respective death pathway should be avoided when culturing cells to enhance culture longevity and productivity. Based on these studies, in the second part of this work, a novel bioreactor for the cultivation of shear sensitive cells and tissues is introduced. The proposed device is based upon a lobed Taylor-Couette reactor, which was developed recently in our laboratory. The unit consists of two concentric cylinders of different diameter. The inner one is polygonal-shaped and furnished with a silicone membrane for oxygenation. The cells are cultivated within the annular gap, where the liquid is set in motion by the rotation of the inner cylinder. It is shown that the proposed device is featuring good mass transfer characteristics at low shear values both in maximal magnitude as well as distribution. Further, the lobed Taylor-Couette bioreactor emerged superior to a common stirred tank reactor regarding cell cultivation: It is proven that the lag phase after inoculation is shortened, the maximum cell density as well as the growth rate is increased, and that the volumetric productivity is enhanced. Moreover, the lobed Taylor-Couette reactor introduces ten times more energy to the system, and therefore enhancing mass transfer with respect to the STR, without sacrificing cell viability or productivity. Additionally, cell cultivation without the medium supplementation with cell protective or antifoam reagents is feasible. Especially nowadays, where product integrity and consistency are of uttermost importance and strongly controlled by the regulatory authorities, the lobed Taylor-Couette reactor provides a suitable tool for biopharmaceutical research, development, and production. Possible applications could be found in the cultivation of cell suspensions, cell aggregates, large plant cells, adherent cells on microcarriers, shear-sensitive biocatalysts, stem cells or tissue scaffolds.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the pharmaceutical industry various host cell systems for the production of therapeutic recombinant proteins are used. Due to their ability to achieve appropriate posttranslational modifications and proper protein folding, mammalian cell lines gained in the last decade more and more attention and are nowadays the primary expression system. The number of approved pharmaceuticals produced in mammalian cell lines has increased in the past years tremendously and makes now around 55 % of all products on the market (Walsh, 2006). Here, especially Chinese Hamster Ovaries (CHO), Baby Hamster Kidney (BHK), murine myeloma (NS0), and human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells are dominating (Wurm, 2004). The recombinant protein therapeutics market value showed double digit growth during the last years and increased from 14.5 billion US$ (1998) (Lawrence, 2005) to 35 billion US$ (2004) and is forecasted to exceed 70 billion US$ in 2010 (Pavlou and Reichert, 2004; Walsh, 2006). In this environment of a fast growing and competitive market, governmental price control and rising quality requirements made by the authorities, further research to ensure sufficient production capacity and constantly improved product quality is needed (Dickson and Gagnon, 2004).
The expansion of all types of cells requires suitable bioreactors to provide an optimal *in vitro* environment, mimicking *in vivo* conditions. Ideally, the bioreactor should provide and maintain the highest degree of environmental uniformity, avoiding concentration gradients of nutrients, toxic metabolic byproducts and oxygen, without featuring critical levels of shear stress (Nienow, 2006). Next to the necessity of providing a gentle environment for the cultivation of shear sensitive cells and tissues, there are three other main concerns faced during pharmaceutical production, namely increasing the maximal cell density and viability, maximizing the specific productivity, and enhancing the longevity and stability of the culture (Butler, 2005; Wurm, 2004).

Over the years researchers have investigated several methods to reduce cell damage due to hydrodynamic forces and proposed bubble-free oxygenation methods (Ducommun et al., 2000; Lehmann et al., 1987; Qi et al., 2003; Schneider et al., 1995), low-shear impellers and novel agitation systems (Cervantes et al., 2006; Nienow et al., 1996), and the utilization of cell protective agents like Pluronic F-68 and fetal calf serum (Chattopadhyay et al., 1995; Keane et al., 2003; Kunas and Papoutsakis, 1989; Michaels and Papoutsakis, 1991; Murhammer and Goochee, 1988; Wu, 1999). The latter becomes ineligible because of regulations made by the authorities and process considerations from the pharmaceutical industry (prion contamination, lot-to-lot variations, additional contaminants during downstream processing, difficult licensing procedures, etc. (Even et al., 2006)). Moreover, the application of cell protective agents such as Pluronic F-68 exhibit also major drawbacks connected to a decreased mass transfer (Moreira et al., 1995; Murhammer and Pfalzgraf, 1992), and additional problems in the downstream purification process (Heath and Kiss, 2007) like a decreased protein binding capacity of
chromatographic resins (Low et al., 2007). Another point of interest emerges when looking at the downstream-part of the bio-pharmaceutical production scheme, where intracellular components released by damaged cells, will contaminate the culture medium and complicate the purification process. Therefore, the upstream process has to be designed carefully in order to expose the cultured cells to a minimum level of debilitative forces.

Despite all efforts, the existing cultivation units, like stirred tank reactors or rotating wall vessels, suffer from diverse drawbacks (Al-Rubeai et al., 1995; Alexopoulos et al., 2002; Arratia et al., 2004; Chisti, 2001; Garciabriones and Chalmers, 1994) and make the development of improved bioreactors essential. To establish a suitable culture system, the cell’s physiology and responsiveness to environmental stress has to be evaluated to identify and anticipate the impact of this process parameter during cell cultivation.

### 1.1 Outline

This work pursues the following objectives:

- **Investigation of the Cellular Response to Environmental Stress**

  The main goal of the first part of this study is to investigate whether the type of shear flow, to which cells are exposed, influences the initiation of cell death. Moreover, critical values of the hydrodynamic stress leading to necrosis using industrially relevant cell lines growing in culture medium without additional supplements shall be determined. Since other mechanisms, in particular apoptosis could be present and causing cell death, the focus will be on identifying conditions for which this death mechanism dominates. Two flow devices are employed to impose accurate
hydrodynamic flow fields: a uniform steady simple shear flow generated in a cup and bob rheometer and an oscillating extensional flow created in a sudden contraction at the entrance to a capillary. The obtained threshold values at which cells will enter the respective death pathway should be avoided when culturing cells for recombinant protein production.

- **Development of a Bioreactor for the Cultivation of Shear Sensitive Cells and Tissues**

Considering the findings of the studies made before, a novel culture system, based on a Taylor-Couette device, is designed and constructed in order to establish a superior cultivation environment for shear sensitive cell lines and tissues enhancing culture longevity, cell density and volumetric productivity. Emphasis is given to the problems connected to bubble aeration and the heterogeneity of the microenvironment of commonly used systems, like stirred tank reactors. The qualification of the bioreactor for cell culturing is demonstrated by the cultivation of protein-free growing Chinese Hamster Ovaries and the process performance is compared to that of a commercial bench-top stirred bioreactor. Furthermore, the new production process is designed in order to enable cell cultivation without the addition of cell protective agents and give the flexibility of batch and continuous operation mode.
Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Cell Culture

2.1.1 Cell Lines

Since Chinese Hamster Ovaries (CHO) and Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) cells are most frequently used in recombinant protein production (Butler, 2005; Wurm, 2004) they are chosen as representative model systems for all experiments. The CHO-K1 descendent CHO easyC (Cell Culture Technologies, Switzerland) is transfected to constitutively express secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) (Schlatter et al., 2002), while the HEK ebna 293 cells produce the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) nuclear protein (Geisse and Kocher, 1999). Both cell lines are kindly provided by Prof. Fussenegger (ETH Zurich, Switzerland).

The cell lines are anchorage-independently grown in T-flasks and roller-bottles at 37° C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5 % carbon dioxide. 24 hours before each experiment, the cells are split and provided with fresh medium. Immediately before the
experimental start, cells are pelleted and resuspended in fresh medium according to the appropriate final cell concentration.

2.1.2 Culture Media

CHOMaster HTS and HEKTOR G medium (Cell Culture Technologies, Switzerland), both protein-free and without any additional supplements, are used for growing the CHO and HEK cell line, respectively. The media is provided as concentrate and prepared following the instructions of the manufacturer. Pluronic F-68 (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland) is used at a concentration of 0.1 % (w/v).

2.1.3 Cryopreservation and Thawing of Cells

Viable cells at a concentration of $5 \times 10^5$ cells mL$^{-1}$ are harvested, centrifuged for 3 minutes at 1200 rpm at room temperature (RT), and resuspended in 45 % fresh media, 45 % conditioned media, and 10 % (v/v) dimethyl sulphoxide (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland). The cell solution is aliquoted into sterile cyrotubes and stored at -80°C overnight in a freezing container filled with isopropanol to maintain a cooling rate of -1°C per minute. Afterwards the vials are transferred for long-term storage in a -140°C freezer. For thawing, the cell solution is warmed in a waterbath and resuspended in 10 mL of fresh, pre-heated media. The solution is centrifuged for 3 minutes at 1200 rpm at RT, the pellet resuspended in fresh media and incubated at 37°C.
2.2 Analytic Techniques

2.2.1 Cell Count, Size, Viability and Microscopy

Cell count and cell diameter are measured by a CASY counter (Schärfe System GmbH, Germany). Before injection, the cell sample (100 μL) is diluted with 10 mL of pre-filtered CASYton, a weak electrolyte provided by the manufacturer. The cell viability is determined by the use of an improved Neubauer hemacytometer (Omnilab AG, Switzerland) and trypan blue (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland) staining. The cell growth rate, $\mu$, is calculated through the following equation:

$$\mu = \frac{\ln X_2 - \ln X_1}{t_2 - t_1}$$

(1)

with $X_1$ and $X_2$ being the viable cell concentrations at time $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively. The doubling time, $t_D$, follows from the above equation and is expressed as:

$$t_D = \frac{\ln 2}{\mu}$$

(2)

Visual inspection of the cells is performed under a light microscope (Leica AG, Germany) equipped with a digital camera (Canon Inc., Japan).

2.2.2 Metabolism Monitoring via HPLC Analysis

For the cultivation of all types of cells, a well defined culture media, containing the various essential nutrients, is needed (Eagle, 1955). During the cell’s catabolism the medium components are transformed into several end-products, which could inhibit cell growth (Reuveny et al., 1986), product formation (Ito and McLimans, 1981), and protein glycosylation (Andersen and Goochee, 1995). The major waste products lactate and
ammonium were found to inhibit cell growth and productivity at levels of around 30 mmol and 2 mmol, respectively (Cruz et al., 2000; Luo and Yang, 2004).

Monitoring and controlling of the culture metabolism is crucial for the success and reproducibility of any bioprocess. For this purpose a HPLC (GE, USA) analysis using an Aminex 300 x 7.8 mm HPX-87H column + guard column (both from Bio-Rad Laboratories, Switzerland) is established. The stationary phase consists of a sulfonic cation-exchange material and allows the separation of carbohydrates and amino acids in the presence of an organic acid (Ross and Chapital, 1987; Weigang et al., 1989).

First the guard column is flushed with 15 mL of eluent (0.05 mol H₂SO₄) at a flow rate of 0.25 mL min⁻¹. Afterwards the Aminex column is connected, flushed with additional 20 mL of mobile phase and slowly heated up to 40° C. After reaching the operational temperature, the flow rate is ramped up to the final value of 0.5 mL min⁻¹. The frozen samples are thawed, aliquoted and analyzed by an isocratic HPLC method. Eluted components are monitored with an ultraviolet (at a wavelength of 210 nm) and a refractive index (RI) detector connected in series. By comparing the retention time, \( t_R \), and the peak area with various standard substances (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland) (see Table 1 and Figure 1), single components can be analyzed and their concentrations determined. The specific substrate uptake and lactate production rate are calculated by the following equations:

\[
q_{glc} = \frac{s_1 - s_2}{\left(\frac{X_1 + X_2}{2}\right)\left(t_2 - t_1\right)}
\]

\[
q_{lac} = \frac{p_2 - p_1}{\left(\frac{X_1 + X_2}{2}\right)\left(t_2 - t_1\right)}
\]
where $s_1$ and $s_2$ are the glucose and $p_1$ and $p_2$ the lactate concentrations at time point $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>$t_r$ / min</th>
<th>Linear correlation</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Detector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>$y = 5.20E-08x-1.78E-05$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate</td>
<td>15.30</td>
<td>$y = 1.05E-05x-2.17E-04$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>DAD 210nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium-Pyruvate</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>$y = 1.98E-05x+2.92E-04$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>DAD 210nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium-Acetate</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>$y = 1.99E-04x+1.10E-04$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>DAD 210nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Glutamine</td>
<td>23.60</td>
<td>$y = 3.11E-05x-1.13E-03$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>DAD 210nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Asparagine</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>$y = 7.48E-07x+3.20E-03$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>RI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Aminex HPX-87H column calibration: runtime 40 min, flow rate 0.5 mL min$^{-1}$, column temperature 40° C, mobile phase 0.05 mol H$_2$SO$_4$.

For all detected components the calibration gives a linear signal over a broad concentration range (Figure 1). The change of retention time with respect to a change in concentration is negligible and the peaks are well separated from each other.
Figure 1 Aminex HPX-87H calibration. (a) Glucose (b) Lactate (c) L-Asparagine (d) L-Glutamine (e) Sodium-Pyruvate (f) Sodium-Acetate. (O) retention time $t_R$ (■) detector signal.
2.2.3 Colorimetric SEAP Assay

SEAP activity in clarified culture supernatants is measured based on the rate of enzymatic hydrolysis of p-nitrophenylphosphate (pNPP) to p-nitrophenol. For this purpose 200 μL of culture supernatant are incubated for 10 min at 65° C to deactivate endogenous phosphatases. Occurring condensation water at the tube lid is spun down shortly. 80 μL of supernatant are subsequently mixed with 100 μL of 2x SEAP buffer (20 mmol L-homoarginine, 1 mol diethanolamine and 1 mmol MgCl₂, pH 9.8). After initiating the enzymatic reaction by adding 20 μL of 120 mmol pNPP (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland), the light absorbance at 405 nm is monitored for 30 min in 30 s time intervals using a microwell plate reader (Tecan Trading AG, Switzerland). All assays are performed in duplicates. From the resulting slope the enzymatic activity in units per liter is calculated (Schlatter et al., 2002) and converted to μg L⁻¹ by dividing by a factor of two (Ezra et al., 1983). The volumetric productivity is calculated at the time of the maximum viable cell concentration, by dividing the corresponding SEAP concentration by the culture time.

2.2.4 DNA Measurement

The release of DNA into the culture medium upon shear serves as good indicator for cell damage and membrane rupture (Croughan and Wang, 1989; Dunlop et al., 1994; Lutkemeyer et al., 1999; Racher et al., 1990; Senger and Karim, 2003). DNA quantification is done using the fluorescence-based Quant-iT DNA assay kit (Molecular Probes, Switzerland). The assay is highly selective for dsDNA over RNA and the fluorescence signal (excitation at 492 nm, emission at 535 nm) is linear in the range of
0.2-100 ng of DNA. The calibration curve (Figure 2) is prepared with standard solutions of lambda-DNA (Molecular Probes, Switzerland). For each measurement 200 μL of the working solution is loaded into a microplate well and mixed with 10 μL of sample. To reduce the experimental error, all assays are performed in duplicates. The data of the DNA release is usually presented in the normalized form, \(\Theta_{\text{ws}}\), where the DNA concentration in the supernatant of the sheared sample \(c[\text{DNA}]_s\) is divided by the DNA concentration obtained from the supernatant of the not sheared sample \(c[\text{DNA}]_{\text{ns}}\), at the corresponding times. This presentation of the data is chosen to emphasize the consequence of the release on any bioprocess, e.g. the DNA contamination of the culture fluid and therefore the product.

![Calibration curve of the DNA assay](image)

Figure 2 Calibration curve of the DNA assay. Linear correlation \(y = 74.01 + 403.09x\).

### 2.2.5 Detection of Apoptotic and Necrotic Cell Death

Distinct morphological alterations, the condensation of the nuclear chromatin, the disintegration of the nuclear envelope, DNA fragmentation, and the loss in membrane
asymmetry are the typical characteristics during the apoptotic process and can be used for detection (Sgonc and Gruber, 1998).

Since the particular steps of the apoptotic cascade occur in a certain sequence, the different detection techniques are applicable only at certain time points and may vary in their signal intensity. For instance, the externalization of phosphatidylserine (PS) was shown to precede nuclear changes including DNA fragmentation (Martin et al., 1995; O'Brien et al., 1997). Based on this phenomenon, a detection method utilizing fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) was introduced (Andree et al., 1990; Koopman et al., 1994), capable to recognize an apoptotic subpopulation within one hour after induction (Darzynkiewicz et al., 1997). As mentioned above, due to the translocation of phosphatidylserine to the outer part of the apoptotic cells, while keeping the cell membrane integrity, apoptotic cells will selectively bind the anticoagulant annexin-V (AnnV) (Koopman et al., 1994; Rasola and Geuna, 2001). Moreover, due to the loss of intracellular water, apoptotic cells will feature a decreased forward light scattering (FSC) resulting from size reduction and an increased side scattering signal (SSC) caused by an increase of the cell surface granularity (Darzynkiewicz et al., 1992; Portier et al., 2006; Rasola and Geuna, 2001). Cell staining with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated (green fluorescence) AnnV can be performed in a Ca$^{2+}$ enriched binding buffer and will identify apoptotic cells. Since AnnV cannot diffuse through an intact cell membrane this method allows discriminating between, apoptotic, necrotic, and viable cells, by combining the assay with a propidium iodide (PI) vital staining (red fluorescence).
For the sake of completeness other detection methods shall be briefly itemized. A well established tool for detecting an apoptotic cell population makes use of the characteristic cleavage pattern of the DNA. This phenomenon is usually analyzed by gel electrophoresis, revealing the typical DNA-ladder with fragments of the molecular weight equivalent to multiples of a nucleosome (Wyllie, 1980). Moreover, the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential (Poot and Pierce, 1999), measurement of caspase activity (Kohler et al., 2002), and microscopic inspection of the cell population can be used as powerful techniques for the detection of apoptotic cells.

The FACS analysis is performed using a Beckman Coulter Cytomics FC 500 flow cytometry system equipped with an Argon laser (wavelength 488 nm, 20 mW output) and a red Helium laser (wavelength 633 nm, 20 mW output). For determination of apoptotic, necrotic, and viable sub-populations the AnnV-FITC Apoptosis Detection Kit I (BD Bioscience Pharmingen, USA) is used. After the respective experiment, the cell solution is centrifuged, the supernatant discarded, the cell pellet washed twice in cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and a second centrifugation step performed. After resuspending the pellet in 1x binding buffer (provided within the kit), 100 μL of this suspension are transferred to a 15 mL falcon tube and mixed with 7 μL AnnV and 7 μL PI. To discriminate between apoptotic, necrotic, and viable cells, a parallel staining with AnnV and PI is used. The DNA-intercalating dye PI will penetrate only necrotic cells whereas AnnV will bind to both necrotic as well as apoptotic cells. Viable cells will not show any fluorescence signal. The mixture is gently vortexed and incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature in the dark. With adding another 400 μL of binding buffer and 200 μL of
PBS the sample is ready for FACS analysis. During each measurement 10000 cells are counted with a throughput of approximately 50-100 cells s\(^{-1}\).

As positive control, the culture medium is supplemented with 1 \(\mu\)mol Staurosporine (Deshmukh and Johnson, 2000; Zhang et al., 1998), an alkaloid isolated from *Streptomyces staurosporeus* cultures. Its chemical activity originates from the high affinity to the ATP-binding site of the kinase, preventing the phosphorylation. Similar as for sheared and unsheared cultures, samples exposed to Staurosporine were analyzed by FACS, DNA measurements, and light-microscopy. As can be seen from Figure 3, a significant increase of side scattering, indicating cell granularity, with a decrease of forward scattering, indicating a reduction of the cell size, was typically measured for positive controls.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3 FACS analysis of HEK cells endowed with 1 \(\mu\)mol of Staurosporine, x-axis: forward light scatter, y-axis: side light scatter. From left to right: after 1, 3, and 5 hours of incubation.

In comparison to the control sample without Staurosporine, indicated by the dashed line, the AnnV fluorescence for the positive control is clearly shifted to higher intensities (Figure 4). Moreover, it is shown that different concentrations of Staurosporine
(1 or 2 µmol) do not lead to different results. In contrast to the variation in AnnV fluorescence, after treatment with Staurosporine, no PI increase could be observed as well as any release of DNA into the surrounding medium (data not shown).

Figure 4 FACS analysis of HEK cells, AnnV fluorescence. (dashed line) negative control sample without Staurosporine; (solid line) samples endued with 1 µmol; (dotted line) samples endued with 2 µmol of Staurosporine, respectively. From left to right: after 1, 3, and 5 hours of incubation.

To visualize cells undergoing apoptosis, microscope images of the cells are taken and presented in Figure 5. Both cell lines show the characteristic blebbing and increased surface granularity of apoptotic cells.

The detection of necrotic cells is done by the measurement of intracellular components released into the culture medium (Croughan and Wang, 1989; Racher et al., 1990) (see section 2.2.4), combined with microscopical inspection and FACS analysis. Necrotic cells swell and show an increased forward scatter. Moreover, PI as well as AnnV will penetrate the damaged cell membrane and both fluorescence signals amplify.
Figure 5 Images of cells undergoing apoptosis induced by the addition of 1 μmol Staurosporine. (a) CHO w/o SP; (b) CHO w SP; (c) HEK w/o SP; (d) HEK w SP.

2.2.6 Bradford Protein Assay

The Bradford protein assay is based on the absorbance shift of Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Switzerland) when bound to arginine and aromatic residues (Bradford, 1976). The anionic, bound form has an absorbance maximum at 595 nm whereas the cationic, unbound form has an absorbance maximum at 470 nm. For the total protein determination, 20 μL of sample are mixed with 1000 μL of Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 and incubated for 5 minutes at RT. Afterwards the absorbance at 590 nm is measured (Figure 6).
Figure 6 Calibration curve of the Bradford assay. Linear correlation \( y = 0.00275 + 155.91x \).

The total amount of protein \( \theta \) within the culture fluid serves as contamination index \( \phi \) and can be related to the SEAP concentration at each time \( i \):

\[
\phi_i = \frac{\theta_i}{SEAP_i} \quad (5)
\]

### 2.3 Visualization of the Flow Field

The visualization of the flow field within a reactor is performed by the use of a rheoscopic fluid, which is a suspension of microscopic crystalline platelets, able to align in dynamic currents. For this purpose, the respective flow device is installed, filled with the rheoscopic fluid AQ-RF (Kalliroscope Corp., USA) and the agitation at the respective rate started. The steady-state is usually reached within one minute and photographically recorded (Casio Computer Co., Ltd., Japan).
2.4 $k_La$ Measurement

The oxygen transfer capacity of a bioreactor can be described and analyzed by means of the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, $k_La$. There are several methods for the determination of the oxygen mass transfer coefficient available and a review can be found elsewhere (Van't Riet, 1979). In this work the well established dynamic gassing-out method (Bandyopadhyay et al., 1967) is used. Briefly, after adjusting the respective agitation and aeration rate, a two-point calibration (at 0 and 100% air saturation) of the dissolved oxygen sensors (Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland), is carried out. After degassing the medium by bubbling with nitrogen in order to remove all dissolved oxygen (DO), the nitrogen feed is interrupted, the air supply is opened and the evolution of the dissolved oxygen concentration recorded. The DO concentration is monitored until a new equilibrium state is reached. All experiments are performed in triplicates using water as working media, since preliminary experiments had shown a negligible difference in the mass transfer characteristics between water and the used cell culture media (data not shown).

The oxygen mass balance is given by the accumulation of oxygen per unit time equal to the rate of oxygen dissolution into water:

$$\frac{dc_{O_2}}{dt} = k_L \frac{A}{V} \left( c_{L,O_2}^{sat} - c_{L,O_2,t} \right)$$

(6)

where $A/V = a$ is the specific surface area, $k_L$ is the mass transfer coefficient, and $c_{L,O_2,t}$ the dissolved oxygen concentration at time $t$, where $c_{L,O_2}^{sat}$ indicates the saturation concentration. The absolute value of $c_{L,O_2}^{sat}$ for water was taken to be 6.75 mg L$^{-1}$ at 37°C. It is noted that this method is based on the assumptions that gas and liquid are ideally
mixed, the gas composition and the pressure inside the vessel are constant, and that the liquid film resistance controls the mass transfer. By multiplying the mass transfer coefficient $k_L$ by the specific area, $a$, the lumped coefficient or the process rate constant $k_La$ is obtained. In all measurements $c_{L,O_2}(at \ t = 0)$ is equal to 0. After integration of equation (6), one obtains the final concentration profile:

$$y(t) = \frac{c_{L,O_2,t}}{c_{L,O_2}} = 1 - \exp\left\{-k_La \cdot t\right\}$$

(7)

$$\ln(1 - y(t)) = -k_La \cdot t$$

By plotting $\ln(1 - y(t))$ versus time, the rate constant can be read directly from the negative slope of the graph.

### 2.5 Mixing Time

The determination of the mixing time is a fast and easy method to characterize the mixing efficiency of a stirring system. The mixing time is defined by the time necessary to achieve a certain, predetermined degree of homogeneity after a disturbance. Various methods for determining the mixing time, including the measurement of conductivity and pH, have been proposed (Manna, 1997). Moreover de-colorization methods (Brennan and Lehrer, 1976), and fluorescence based techniques (Einsele et al., 1978) have been developed and proven suitable.

In this work the mixing time of the reactors, $t_M$, is determined by a pulse technique using two identical pH-electrodes (Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland). The injection is carried out with a syringe containing 1 mL of 1.0 mol NaOH as tracer substance. In the STR the first pH probe is set 40 mm beneath the liquid surface and the second is mounted at 140
mm depth inside the reactor. The tracer is injected from the top of the reactor, 10 mm under the liquid surface. In the case of the TC and LTC units, one pH probes is mounted at either end of the reactor. The reactor is filled with water and all remaining air withdrawn. The tracer injection is performed at one end of the unit on the opposite side of the pH probe. The pH change is recorded and the time after the injection until 95 % homogeneity is defined as mixing time of the reactor. To determine the end value of homogeneity of the mixing time, the start value is set to 0 % and the final pH value is set to 100 %. All the other normalized pH values are calculated by the following equation:

\[
\text{pH}_n = \frac{\text{pH}_{i} - \text{pH}_t}{\text{pH}_u - \text{pH}_t}
\]  

(8)

By combining the mixing time with the agitation speed, \( N \), the dimensionless mixing time, \( N/k_M \), representing the number of revolutions until a certain homogeneity is reached, is obtained. It approaches a constant value under turbulent conditions (Nagata, 1975).

### 2.6 Experimental Procedure for Hydrodynamic Stress Exposure

To investigate the effect of the hydrodynamic stress on cell death, two different devices generating either simple shear or extensional flow are used. A uniform steady simple shear flow is generated using a cup and bob rheometer (ARES rheometer, Rheometric Scientific, Germany). The inner and outer diameter of the cup and the bob are equal to 34 mm and 32 mm, respectively, leading to a gap width of 1 mm. The height of both cylinders is equal to 34 mm. For the experiments, the cell suspension (3.8 mL) is pipetted into the cup of the rheometer, the bob mounted, and the shearing with the
respective value of the hydrodynamic stress started. Over the duration of the experiment several samples are withdrawn, spinned down, and the supernatant analyzed as in 2.2 described. During the experiments the temperature is maintained constant and equal to 37° C, using the jacketed cup connected to a thermostatically controlled water bath.

The second type of flow used to study cell damage is an extensional flow generated at the entrance to a sudden contraction. The set-up consisted of two syringes (Becton, Dickinson and Company, USA) connected through a capillary (Hamilton Europe, Switzerland) with an inner diameter equal to 0.20, 0.51 or 1.07 mm using a ratio of length to diameter equal to 23.5 (Figure 7). The flow rate is controlled using a programmable VIT-FIT syringe pump (Lambda Laboratory Instruments, Switzerland). The experiments are characterized according to the number of passes (up to 60) through the capillary and, therefore, through the region of strong elongation where the highest values of the characteristic velocity gradient (or hydrodynamic stress) are present (Blaser, 2000a; Sonntag and Russel, 1987).

Figure 7 Set-up of the short term shearing experiment with two syringes.
For all experiments, the initial cell suspension is split into three parts. The first part is used for the shearing experiment (S), the second part as a non sheared control sample (NS) for quantifying any change of the culture over the time of the experiment, and the third part is used as positive control (PC) supplemented with 1 μmol Staurosporine (SP) (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland) to promote apoptosis (Deshmukh and Johnson, 2000; Zhang et al., 1998). According to observations made by McQueen et al. (1987), another parameter investigated in this study was the capillary length (i.e., the residence time). Capillaries of various relative lengths (1, 3, and 10x) but constant diameter are investigated. Care was taken to avoid the presence of air inside the syringes as well as the occurrence of cavitation. Moreover, the syringe experiments are expanded to investigate the cumulative effect of extensional flow on the cellular response. Due to possible oxygen limitations and cell settling inside the syringe, the experimental set-up described in Figure 7, is not suitable for sterile and long term operation, and is therefore modified as specified in Figure 8. The whole device is sterilized prior the experiment to avoid microbial contamination over the culture time. The reservoir is tempered to 37° C and the cell suspension slowly mixed via a magnetic stirrer. By the use of variable capillary diameter and by adjusting the flow rate, different values of the shear stress could be employed. Four different conditions are chosen, resulting in shear stresses equal to 0.03, 1.00, 10, and 170 Pa. Exposures to 0.03 Pa served as “not sheared” control. After a certain number of passes, liquid samples are withdrawn, the cell number and viability determined and the supernatant stored for further analysis at -20° C.
Figure 8 Set-up of the long term shearing experiment with one syringe.
Chapter 3
Response of Mammalian Cells to Environmental Stress

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Cell Damage due to Shear Exposure

Since mammalian cells are used as a production system for pharmaceutical proteins, researchers are studying both lethal and nonlethal effects on cells in the hydrodynamic environment of bioreactors. Concerning the response of cells exposed to shear flow, several biochemical, physiological, and culture parameters were found to be influenced, such as regrowth ability (Dunlop et al., 1994), respiration activity (Abu-Reesh and Kargi, 1989), secondary metabolite accumulation (Hooker et al., 1989), changes in cell morphology (Kretzmer and Schugerl, 1991; Ludwig et al., 1992), glucose consumption rate (Ludwig et al., 1992), release of intracellular components like DNA (Croughan and Wang, 1989; Dunlop et al., 1994; Lutkemeyer et al., 1999; Racher et al., 1990; Senger and Karim, 2003) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) (Abu-Reesh and Kargi, 1989; Gregoriades et al., 2000; Ludwig et al., 1992; Lutkemeyer et al., 1999; Ma et al.,
2002; McQueen and Bailey, 1989; McQueen et al., 1987; Petersen et al., 1988; Racher et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1987), protein productivity (Keane et al., 2003; Motobu et al., 1998; Sun and Linden, 1999), cell viability (Dunlop et al., 1994; Hooker et al., 1989; Ludwig et al., 1992), and total cell count (Ludwig et al., 1992).

**Necrosis**

The most severe effect which environmental stress could cause is necrotic death, which is totally passive from the cell’s point of view. An accidental traumatic event, such as hydrodynamic stress, heat, osmotic shock, or radiation (Augenstein et al., 1971; Chisti, 2001; Kretzmer, 2001) injures the cell and leads to a swelling of the cell and the organelles (Rathmell and Thompson, 1999), followed by the rupture of the plasma membrane and the disintegration of the cell. During this process the DNA is degraded into pieces of heterogeneous size. Eventually, components from the cytoplasm will be released to the extracellular environment (Abu-Reesh and Kargi, 1989; Croughan and Wang, 1989; Dunlop et al., 1994; McQueen et al., 1987) and can cause an inflammatory response within the organism.

Petersen et al. (1988) and Abu-Reesh and Kargi (1989) sheared hybridoma cells under laminar and turbulent conditions applying a Searle rheometer and found that at a critical value of 5 Pa the hydrodynamic stress leads to necrosis of the cells. Exposing a hybridoma cell line to laminar conditions in a rheometer Smith et al. (1987) observed a decrease in living cell count and an increase in LDH release, indicating necrosis, between 0.42 and 0.87 Pa. Next to mammalian cells, other systems were used to investigate cell necrosis. By measuring an increase in cell lysis and a decreasing mitochondrial activity
Hooker et al. (1989) indicate a critical value of hydrodynamic stress equal to 1.3 Pa for a tobacco cell line. Spodoptera frugiperda cells, studied by Tramper et al. (1986) using a stirred tank and a rotaviscotester, started to lose viability at a hydrodynamic stress of around 1.5 Pa.

In comparison to commonly used rheometers operated under laminar conditions, Augenstein et al. (1971) introduced another type of flow device, employing capillaries of various diameters to study cell death under turbulent conditions. They observed necrotic cell death when the wall shear stress inside the capillary exceeded 200 Pa, corresponding to a Reynolds number ($Re$) of 4000. This experimental set-up was later adopted by McQueen et al. (1987) to investigate the effect of hydrodynamic stress on mouse myeloma cells, applying turbulent conditions ($Re < 4800$). They reported a value of the wall shear stress equal to 180 Pa to be critical for cell lysis with its extent dependent on the capillary length. Ma et al. (2002) investigated the sensitivity of different human and insect cell lines to turbulent flow in a contractional flow device and found by means of LDH release that a hydrodynamic stress larger than 100 Pa is needed to cause cell necrosis. The shear sensitivity of myeloma and hybridoma cells was investigated by Zhang et al. (1993), employing capillaries with a sudden contraction operated under turbulent conditions with $Re < 5100$. Significant cell lysis was reported when the wall shear stress exceeds 240 Pa (using operating conditions as presented in the original work and corresponding to $Re \approx 3500$). Moreover, in comparison to McQueen et al. (1987), no dependency of the cell lysis rate on the capillary length (i.e. the residence time) was reported. According to their explanation the cell viscoelasticity and the short residence time in the capillary are responsible for this difference.
The significantly larger values of the critical stress observed for capillaries using turbulent conditions compared to the laminar flow in rheometers are neither in agreement with the breakage of aggregates, composed of polymer or silica particles, in extensional flow and in simple shear (Blaser, 1998; Blaser, 2000b), nor with the data of Stone et al. (1986) and Bentley et al. (1986) measuring the breakage a drops. For both systems it was shown that extensional flow is more destructive compared to simple shear flow at the same value of the characteristic velocity gradient. Moreover, by direct observation of the breakage event (Blaser, 2000a; Higashitani et al., 1991), it was shown that breakage occurs at the capillary entrance, where the rate of fluid extension is the largest, and not inside the capillary or at its exit. As all above mentioned experiments were performed at \( Re < 5000 \), combined with the fact that the flow inside the capillaries is generated by a sudden reduction of the pipe diameter, the flow at the entrance zone is most probably laminar. However, as the time required to pass through the capillary entrance is very small and inversely proportional to the velocity gradient at this point, there is a limiting time over which the cell could be deformed and eventually disrupted. Approximating the deformation of a cell to that of a drop, where a certain time is required to deform the drop before it can be broken (Bentley and Leal, 1986; Stone et al., 1986), it is reasonable to expect significantly larger values of the critical hydrodynamic stress in the extensional flow compared to simple shear flow, whereas in the first case the cells experience stress for a short time period, and in the second they are continuously deformed over considerable longer times.
Apoptosis

In addition to necrosis, cell debilitative burden, such as nutrient limitation (Mercille and Massie, 1994a; Sanfeliu and Stephanopoulos, 1999), the accumulation of toxic metabolites (Singh et al., 1994), a decreased or oscillating dissolved oxygen concentration (Mercille and Massie, 1994b), an elevated osmolality (deZengotita et al., 2002), and hydrodynamic stress (Al-Rubeai et al., 1995; Mollet et al., 2007) can lead to cell death, by triggering the apoptotic pathway.

Apoptosis, also named as programmed cell death, is a normal, ubiquitous event in the development and life of multi-cellular organisms. In contrast to necrotic death, apoptosis is a controlled and regulated process triggered by a variety of stimuli, originating either intracellular or extracellular. Intrinsic signals are produced upon the exposure to cellular stress (for instance DNA damage or oxidative stress) and initiate cell death via the mitochondrial pathway. In the other case, extrinsic stimuli, like the binding of death inducing ligands to cell surface receptors, lead to apoptosis via the death receptor pathway. A short summary of the governing pathways and the various apoptosis triggers can be found elsewhere (Laken and Leonard, 2001).

Upon receiving the apoptosis inducing signal, a series of biochemical events are initiated, causing a number of characteristic and profound changes within the cell. Morphological, cell shrinkage due to dehydration, an increased cell granularity, reflecting the different cytoplasm and nucleus consistency, and intensive cell ruffling and blebbing, can be observed (Dive et al., 1992; Franek and Fussenegger, 2005; Petit et al., 1995; Portier et al., 2006; Schmid et al., 1994). Moreover, during the caspase cascade nuclear proteins such as DNA repair enzymes are deactivated and degradative enzymes such as
endonucleases are activated. These events lead to the cleavage of the DNA at the linker section into fragments of the molecular weight equivalent to multiples of a nucleosome (180 base pairs) (Gorczyca et al., 1993; Wyllie, 1980). As opposed to the internal collapse of the apoptotic cell, the outer plasma membrane will remain unchallenged and maintain its structural integrity. However, the phospholipid exposure asymmetry will be lost and phosphatidylserine (PS) originally facing the inner part of the cell will be externalized and therefore exposed on the outer side of the cellular membrane. This process can be detected as a very early event during apoptosis (Fadok et al., 1992; Koopman et al., 1994; van Engeland et al., 1998; Vermes et al., 1995). The very last event of the apoptotic pathway is the fragmentation of the cell into apoptotic bodies, which become later phagocytized (Bennett et al., 1995; Saraste and Pulkki, 2000).

As it was shown by Aloj and Cherry (1994), Sf-9 insect cells exposed to hydrodynamic stress exhibit an elevated intracellular calcium concentration, known as an early event in apoptosis preceding cell death (Trump and Berezesky, 1995). The increase was found to be almost linearly dependent on the rate of energy dissipation in the capillary, independently of the flow regime (laminar or turbulent with $500 < Re < 6000$) and residence time (capillary length). In addition to this study, various authors (Al-Rubeai et al., 1995; Aloj and Cherry, 1994; Apenberg et al., 2003; Shive et al., 2000) report inductive as well as the inhibitory effects of flow on cell apoptosis.

**Use of Cell Protective Agents to Reduce Cell Damage**

Surfactants such as polyethylene glycol, polyvinyl alcohol, and especially Pluronic F-68 (F-68) are routinely used in mammalian cell culture processes to protect
the suspended cells from detrimental effects of shear stress originating from bubble aeration (Chattopadhyay et al., 1995; Kunas and Papoutsakis, 1989; Ma et al., 2004; Michaels and Papoutsakis, 1991; Murhammer and Goochee, 1990). Here, it shall be noted that the obtained values of the critical hydrodynamic stress mentioned in section 3.1.1 have to be handled carefully, since most of the experiments were performed with culture medium supplemented with fetal calf serum or other cell protective agents.

F-68 is a water-soluble, synthetic, nonionic block co-polymer of hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide) and hydrophobic poly(propylene oxide) terminating in primary hydroxyl groups. The monomers are linked together in the sequence PEOₐ-PPOₜ-PEOₖ and its average molecular weight is 8400 g mol⁻¹. For Pluronic F-68 the indices are equal to \( a = 75, \ b = 30 \) and \( c = 75 \) (Ahmed et al., 2001).

In literature, three protection mechanisms of F-68 are suggested: (1) the surface active substances reduce bubble bursting, film drainage and stabilize the foam (Bavarian et al., 1991; Handacorrigan et al., 1989; Ma et al., 2004), (2) cell-bubble interactions are prevented by making the rising bubbles slippery and avoiding cells rising to the surface (Garciabriones and Chalmers, 1994; Jordan et al., 1994; Michaels et al., 1995), and (3) the surfactant is anchoring at the lipid-bilayer cell membrane creating a “secondary cell wall” and increasing the flexibility of the cell membrane (Murhammer and Goochee, 1988; Murhammer and Goochee, 1990; Ramirez and Mutharasan, 1990).

Next to the cell protective effect, F-68 was shown to alter the cell’s capacity for recombinant protein production (Palomares et al., 2000) and cell growth, independently of the shear environment (Alrubeai et al., 1992; Bentley et al., 1989; Mizrahi, 1975). Moreover, cell protective agents exhibit also major drawbacks connected to a decreased
mass transfer (Moreira et al., 1995; Murhammer and Pfalzgraf, 1992) and additional problems in the downstream purification process (Heath and Kiss, 2007), like a decreased protein binding capacity of chromatographic resins (Low et al., 2007).

### 3.1.2 Flow Devices and Fluid Flow Characterization

#### Laminar Conditions

To investigate the effect of the flow type on cell death, two different devices generating either simple shear or extensional flow are used. Due to the rotation of the outer cylinder and the narrow gap size, the flow within the gap is always laminar with a linear velocity profile in the tangential direction (Bird et al., 2002; Rheometric Scientific Inc, 1998). Assuming the cell to be spherical, the maximum hydrodynamic stress, $\tau$, to which it will be exposed in simple shear flow is calculated as following (Blaser, 1998):

$$
\tau = \frac{5}{4 \eta \gamma}
$$

(9)

where $\eta$ is the dynamic viscosity of the culture medium (approximated to be equal to that of water) and $\gamma$ the shear rate.

The second type of flow used to study cell damage under laminar conditions is an extensional flow generated at the entrance of a sudden contraction. To obtain the characteristic velocity gradient and consequently the hydrodynamic stress in extensional flow it is necessary to solve the mass and momentum balance equations for the particular operating conditions. The general form of the momentum conservation equation is taking into account the fluctuation of the local velocity due to turbulence and can be written as (FLUENT 6.2, 2005; Pope, 2000):
where the first component in square brackets represents the viscous stress due to the mean velocity gradient, the second term represents the isotropic stress from the mean pressure, and the third one corresponds to the stress arising from fluctuations of the velocity field called Reynolds stresses.

When the flow in the whole domain is laminar, which is assumed to be the case when \( Re_{\text{capillary}} \leq 700 \), the momentum conservation equation, Eq. (10), can be solved directly since its last term can be neglected. Under these conditions, the velocity gradient tensor can be decomposed into symmetric and anti-symmetric parts. Here, the anti-symmetric part represents the rate-of-rotation tensor, \( \Omega \), which contributes to the solid body rotation. The symmetric part corresponds to the rate-of-strain tensor, \( E \) (Pope, 2000), causing cell deformation. Due to the axial symmetry of the used geometry, the corresponding components of the rate-of-strain tensor, \( e_{ij} \), in 2-D cylindrical coordinates \( (r, \theta, z) \) are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
e_{11} &= \frac{\partial U_r}{\partial r} \\
e_{22} &= \frac{U_r}{r} \\
e_{33} &= \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial z} \\
e_{13} &= e_{31} = (1/2)(\frac{\partial U_r}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial r}) \\
e_{12} &= e_{21} = e_{23} = e_{32} = 0
\end{align*}
\]

where e.g. \( U_r \) represents the radial velocity component. As can be found elsewhere (Bird et al., 2002; Pope, 2000), applying a rotation of the coordination system, reduces \( E \) to a diagonal form with diagonal components equal to the eigenvalues of \( E \). For this
particular case the corresponding eigenvalues of the rate-of-strain tensor can be obtained analytically and are equal to:

\[
\alpha_L > \beta_L > \gamma_L = \frac{1}{2} e_{11} + \frac{1}{2} e_{33} + \frac{1}{2} \left( e_{11}^2 + 4 e_{13}^2 + e_{33}^2 - 2 e_{11} e_{33} \right)^{0.5}
\]

Consequently, the maximum positive eigenvalue, \( \alpha_L \), calculated from the components of the rate-of-strain tensor, \( \mathbf{E} \), is used as the characteristic velocity gradient (Blaser, 1998). Therefore, the maximum hydrodynamic stress to which the cells (approximated again as spheres) are exposed in the extensional flow is evaluated as following:

\[
\tau_L = \frac{5}{2} \eta \alpha_L
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the characteristic velocity gradient equal to the maximum positive eigenvalue of the mean velocity rate of strain, \( \alpha_L \).

**Turbulent Conditions**

With increasing the flow rate, the flow in the capillary as well as near its exit becomes transitional or even turbulent. In comparison to laminar conditions, where the kinetic energy is dissipated due to the mean flow, in the case of turbulent conditions, there is an additional component which contributes to the dissipation of the kinetic energy, coming from the velocity fluctuation, the so-called Reynolds stresses.

These gradients are related to the local turbulent energy dissipation rate, \( \varepsilon \), which for a Newtonian fluid is defined as (Pope, 2000):

\[
\varepsilon = 2 \nu \left\langle s_i s_i \right\rangle
\]
where $\nu$ represents the kinematic viscosity and $s_{ij}$ the fluctuating rate-of-strain tensor which components are defined according to:

$$ s_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) $$

As for the laminar conditions, the maximum positive eigenvalue is used to characterize the flow field, which is by definition independent on the direction of flow, also in the case of turbulence a similar approach is used. Accordingly, when the fluctuating rate-of-strain tensor contains only diagonal components (eigenvalues), the turbulent energy dissipation rate $\varepsilon$ from Eq. (14) can be written as following:

$$ \varepsilon = 2 \nu \left( \alpha_t^2 + \beta_t^2 + \gamma_t^2 \right) $$

Using the results of the direct numerical simulation of the isotropic turbulence (Vedula et al., 2001), where it was found that the ratio $\alpha_t/\beta_t$ is equal to 2.7, and assuming the liquid to be incompressible for which $\left( \alpha_t + \beta_t + \gamma_t = 0 \right)$, $\varepsilon$ in Eq. (16) can be written as a function of the maximum positive eigenvalue of the fluctuating rate-of-strain tensor as following:

$$ \varepsilon = 6 \nu \alpha_t^2 $$

Consequently Eq. (17) is used to evaluate the maximum positive eigenvalue of the fluctuating rate-of-strain tensor, $\alpha_t$, using $\varepsilon$, calculated from Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). To relate the response of the cells to the hydrodynamic stress, it is essential to compare their size to the characteristic length scale of the flow. When the cell size is significantly smaller than the size of the smallest turbulent eddies, characterized by the Kolmogorov length scale (Pope, 2000):
any cell damage is solely controlled by the local hydrodynamics within an eddy. Due to the nature of the turbulence, the eddy size as evaluated through Eq. (18) should be understood as an approximation rather than an absolute value. The corresponding hydrodynamic stress, $\tau_\kappa$, to which the cell is exposed under turbulent conditions can be estimated using Eq. (13), applying the maximum positive eigenvalue of the fluctuating rate of strain, $\alpha_\tau$, resulting in:

$$\tau_\kappa = \frac{5}{2} \eta \alpha_\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Another situation arises when $\kappa$ is significantly smaller than the cell size, and therefore, the cell resides in the inertial subrange. Now, the hydrodynamic stress to which the cell is exposed, also called dynamic pressure (Hinze, 1955), results from the difference in the pressure between two points separated by the distance $D$ and is equal to:

$$\tau = \frac{1}{2} \rho u'^2(D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

where $\rho$ is the fluid density and $u'^2$ the root-mean-square velocity fluctuation which is equal to (Pope, 2000):

$$u'^2(D) = C_2 (\epsilon D)^{2/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

with the constant $C_2$ approximately equal to 2 (Pope, 2000). Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (20) and assuming that the separation distance, $D$, is comparable to the cell size, $d_{cell}$, it is possible to approximate the hydrodynamic stress to which cells are exposed when their size is in the inertial subrange as follows:
\[ \tau_{\text{is}} = \rho (\varepsilon d_{\text{cell}})^{2/3} \quad (22) \]

\( \tau_{\text{is}} \) is calculated by assuming an undeformed cell shape with a diameter equal to the mean value measured by the CASY counter, and therefore, the obtained values serve as an approximation of the real values.

**Numerical Details**

To obtain all above mentioned quantities the flow through the capillaries is characterized by Computational Fluid Dynamics using the commercial software Fluent v6.2 and applying the density and viscosity of water. In dependency of the experimental set-up values for 37°C (\( \rho = 993 \text{ kg m}^{-3}, \mu = 0.697 \text{ mPa s} \)) or 22°C (\( \rho = 998 \text{ kg m}^{-3}, \mu = 0.955 \text{ mPa s} \)) were used. Due to the flow symmetry along the \( x \)-axis, a 2-D axisymmetric mesh is used to calculate the flow field within the used geometry. For \( Re \leq 700 \), the solution is obtained using a laminar solver, while for \( Re > 700 \) the contribution of the turbulence (last term on right-hand-side of Eq. (10)) is included using a Reynolds-Stress-Model (RSM) (FLUENT 6.2, 2005), where the transport equations for individual components of the Reynolds stress tensor, \( \langle u_i u_i \rangle \), are directly solved. Since the turbulence in the capillary entrance does not adjust fast enough to the mean velocity gradient, as confirmed by the large ratio between the strain rate and the turbulence decay rate \( \alpha_k \varepsilon \approx 100 \), it is appropriate to use the RSM to describe the flow (Pope, 2000). To properly resolve the region near the walls a two-layer model (FLUENT 6.2, 2005) was adopted. For both conditions, laminar as well as turbulent, second order spatial
discretization of all variables and pressure-velocity coupling using a SIMPLE scheme (FLUENT 6.2, 2005), is used.

3.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.1 Cell Response to Laminar Simple Shear Flow

According to the method described (2.6), both cell lines are exposed to various magnitudes of hydrodynamic stress using the rheometer. An example of the AnnV and PI fluorescence, measured for unsheared and sheared samples of HEK cells, after 4 hours applying a hydrodynamic stress equal to 0.59 and 2.09 Pa is presented in Figure 9. The corresponding analysis for CHO cells is given in Figure 10.

Figure 9 Example of FACS analysis of HEK cells, PI and AnnV fluorescence. (--) unsheared control sample; (---) sheared sample after 4 hours applying a hydrodynamic stress equal to (a) 0.59 Pa and (b) 2.09 Pa.
It can be seen, that exposure to a hydrodynamic stress of 0.59 Pa will not lead to an increase in AnnV and PI fluorescence. On the other hand, when the hydrodynamic stress is increased to 2.09 Pa, the sheared culture shows a significant increase in both fluorescence signals, when compared to the unsheared control culture. According to the description of the FACS analysis, this indicates that for HEK cells a hydrodynamic stress equal to 0.59 Pa is below the threshold while a hydrodynamic stress of 2.09 Pa leads to necrosis. For the CHO cell line the FACS analysis revealed an attenuated, but similar trend (Figure 10).

Figure 10 Example of FACS analysis of CHO cells, PI and AnnV fluorescence. (—) unsheared control sample; (—) sheared sample after 4 hours applying a hydrodynamic stress equal to (a) 0.59 Pa and (b) 2.09 Pa.
To clarify this observation and verify necrotic cell death, microscope images of unsheared and sheared cells applying a hydrodynamic stress of 2.09 Pa are taken and shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Viable cells show a uniform circular shape, with a bright halo around the cell membrane, whereas the population of sheared cells contains mostly cell debris with only very few intact cells remaining, indicating massive cell damage as a result of the applied flow.

Figure 11 Images of CHO cells. (a) unsheared control sample; (b) sheared sample after applying a hydrodynamic stress equal to 2.09 Pa over 4 h using the cup and bob rheometer.
Figure 12 Images of HEK cells. (a) unsheared control sample; (b) sheared sample after applying a hydrodynamic stress equal to 2.09 Pa over 4 h using the cup and bob rheometer.

Combining these observations together with those shown in section 2.2.5 it is clear that FACS analysis serves as a good qualitative tool to distinguish between
apoptosis or necrosis but can hardly quantify the amount of necrotic cells, in particular when the kinetics of cell death is of main interest. Therefore, the direct measurement of the DNA content in the supernatant is used in the following as additional detection method for necrotic cell death. Unless the cell is viable and its membrane intact, intracellular molecules like DNA will not pass into the culture media and therefore the respective concentration in the supernatant and consequently also the ratio $\Theta_{s/ns}$ will be constant. An example of the time evolution of $\Theta_{s/ns}$ for HEK and CHO cells applying various values of hydrodynamic stress is shown in Figure 13. The obtained data can be split into two groups. The first group contains data obtained for HEK cells using $\tau$ below 1.19 Pa and for CHO cells using $\tau$ below 0.59 Pa. As it can be seen, $\Theta_{s/ns}$ over time follows the same kinetic with no dependency on the applied hydrodynamic stress and the final DNA amount in the supernatant for the sheared sample is only slightly higher than in the unsheared control sample. This can be explained by the fact that under these conditions the viable cells are not affected by the flow and there is no DNA release from this population. However, there are some dead cells within the population (starting viability was around 90% $\pm$ 5%) at the beginning of the experiment and the measured DNA in the supernatant is most probably coming from these already dead cells. In the control sample this release process is mostly diffusion limited while in the sheared sample the mixing accelerates this transport. This leads to a faster permeation of the DNA from the dead cells to the supernatant and, therefore, to slightly higher transport rates for the sheared compared to the unsheared samples (Figure 13).
Figure 13 Example of DNA release upon simple shear exposure over the period of 4 hours. (a) HEK cells (b) CHO cells. (—) exponential fit (▲) 2.09 Pa (○) 1.67 Pa (◆) 1.19 Pa (■) 0.59 Pa (▽) 0.12 Pa.

The second group contains data where the hydrodynamic stress is above the threshold value and therefore also DNA release from viable cells will contribute to the increase of $\Theta_{\text{s/ns}}$, leading to faster release kinetics and higher plateau values of $\Theta_{s/ns}$. After the fast initial disruption of the weakest cells within the population, a slower,
diffusion controlled process, leads to the slight increase of $\Theta_{\text{s/ns}}$ as observed in Figure 13. Considering that the bursting or membrane tension is independent of the cell size (Born et al., 1992) resulting in a counteracting pressure being inversely proportional to the cell size (Hinze, 1955), the different plateau values are also related to the cell size distribution of the sample. In other words, the smaller the cell the greater the surface force counteracting the deformation. Therefore, by applying a certain hydrodynamic stress, only a fraction of cells withstand the pressure and survive. Similar observations, although at higher threshold values, were made for plant (Dunlop et al., 1994) and hybridoma cells (Born et al., 1992). In both cases, a fast initial cell death precedes a secondary damage at a lower rate leveling in different steady state values. In the case of plant cells this effect was observed for various biological parameters like the cells membrane integrity, the mitochondrial activity, and the regrowth ability, whereas for hybridoma cells only the total and viable cell concentration was investigated.

In summary the obtained results of the DNA release as a function of the applied hydrodynamic stress are presented in Figure 14. It can be seen that the threshold value of the hydrodynamic stress $\tau_{\text{crit}}$ for CHO cells is between 0.59 and 1.19 Pa and between 1.19 and 1.67 Pa for HEK cells, as also measured by the FACS analysis. This is in good agreement with values reported in the literature ranging from 0.8 to 5 Pa (Abu-Reesh and Kargi, 1989; Hooker et al., 1989; Petersen et al., 1988; Smith et al., 1987; Tramper et al., 1986). Since it is known that Pluronic F-68 is used as a protective agent, reducing the hydrodynamic effect of flow on cells, one would expect a reduction in $\Theta_{\text{s/ns}}$ and consequently an increase of the threshold value of the hydrodynamic stress, when supplementing the culture media with F-68.
Figure 14 Average $\Theta_{s/ns}$ from CHO and HEK cells upon shear exposure for 4 hours, measured for various values of the hydrodynamic stress (exp. error within 18 %).

Therefore the shear experiments are repeated with culture medium supplemented with 1 % w/v F-68. After 4 hours of shearing applying a hydrodynamic stress equal to 2.09 Pa, which is above the threshold value for both cell lines, $\Theta_{s/ns}$ reduces by a factor of 1.5 for HEK and 1.9 for CHO cells, respectively (data not shown). Assuming a similar increase of $\Theta_{s/ns}$ with the hydrodynamic stress as observed in Figure 14, the addition of F-68 would lead to an increase of the critical value of hydrodynamic stress causing necrosis by 30 to 70 % for HEK and CHO cells respectively.

Cell death caused by apoptosis is not observed under the simple shear conditions investigated in this work. Possible reasons could be that under the applied conditions this mechanism is not present at all or because of the experimental set-up, which does not allow to reach either a time scale short enough (without unpredictable side effects like
acceleration of the cup) or large enough (due to microbial contamination) to trigger apoptosis.

### 3.2.2 Extensional Flow - Flow Field Characterization

The extensional flow field is characterized using the CFD software Fluent v 6.2. The CFD simulations were validated by comparing the predicted values of the pressure drop with values obtained analytically (Perry, 1997), see Table 2. For all conditions good agreement within 12 % error, is found.

As described in section 3.1.2, for laminar conditions the hydrodynamic stress, \( \tau \), to which the cells are exposed, is calculated using the maximum positive eigenvalue of the mean velocity rate of strain tensor, \( \alpha_L \), in Eq. (13). An example of the contour plot of \( \tau \) in the whole domain used for the simulation, together with details of the capillary entrance and exit, calculated for laminar conditions \( (Re_{capillary} = 258) \) using an inner capillary diameter equal to 0.51 mm with a length of 11.9 mm, is presented in Figure 15a-c. Due to the nature of the axi-symmetric extensional flow, the values of \( \tau_L \) at the capillary entrance are approximately two to three orders of magnitude larger than those in the bulk. After a certain capillary length the velocity profile approaches that in a pipe (Bird et al., 2002; Perry, 1997), with the largest values of the velocity gradient near to the capillary wall (Figure 15b). As the liquid leaves the capillary, it forms a jet stream where the values of the velocity gradient slowly decay to negligible values (Figure 15c). For comparison, values of \( \tau_L \) along several streamlines at various radial positions are presented in Figure 16. The stream function \( \psi \) is defined as (Bird et al., 2002):
Figure 15 Contour plot of the hydrodynamic stress as evaluated from Eq. (13) in the (a) complete geometry used for CFD simulation together with details of the capillary (b) entrance and (c) exit. Diameter of the capillary $D_{\text{capillary}} = 0.51$ mm, flow rate $Q = 5.94$ mL min$^{-1}$.
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\[
U_z = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r}, \quad U_r = \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z}
\]  

(23)

where \( \psi \) is made dimensionless by dividing it by \( U_{\text{capillary}} r_{\text{capillary}}^2 \). Hence, \( \Psi = 0 \) and 0.5 corresponds to the streamline along the centerline and along the wall, respectively. As can be seen, the largest values of \( \tau_L \) occur at the capillary entrance and increase with increasing radial distance from the axis.

![Figure 16 Hydrodynamic stress as evaluated from Eq. (13) along various streamlines (\( \Psi \) equal to 0 (---), 0.1 (--), 0.2 (--), 0.3 (- - -) and 0.4 (- -) (\( \Psi = 0 \) represent the capillary axis and \( \Psi = 0.5 \) the capillary wall; \( x = 0 \) mm represents the capillary entrance and \( x = 11.9 \) mm the capillary exit). Diameter of the capillary \( D_{\text{capillary}} = 0.51 \) mm, flow rate \( Q = 5.94 \) mL min\(^{-1} \).]

To emphasize the effect of the capillary entrance with respect to the region near the wall, it shall be noted that the flow near the wall is similar to simple shear flow with hydrodynamic stress values being \( \frac{1}{2} \) of those for extensional flow (see Eq. (9) and (13)). This would mean that even at the same velocity gradient at the capillary entrance and
near the wall, the hydrodynamic stress to which the cells are exposed is larger at the capillary entrance. Therefore, based on the simulations, whenever the flow is laminar the hydrodynamic stress is evaluated through Eq. (13).

Applying higher flow rates, the flow in the capillary becomes transitional or weakly turbulent \((Re_{\text{capillary}} > 700)\). If the cell death will be affected by turbulence, one would expect that either the hydrodynamic stress originating from the local gradients of the fluctuating velocity, \(\tau_T\), evaluated from Eq. (13) using \(\alpha_T\) from Eq. (17) (i.e., the cell size is below the Kolmogorov length scale, Eq. (18)), or the hydrodynamic stress coming from differences in the velocity fluctuations over the cell diameter, \(\tau_\infty\), evaluated from Eq. (22) (i.e., the cell size is above the Kolmogorov length scale, Eq. (18)) will be significantly larger compared to the hydrodynamic stress due to the mean velocity gradient (Eq. (13) using \(\alpha_L\)). An example of the above mentioned hydrodynamic stress values along various streamlines for \(Re_{\text{capillary}} \approx 2400\) is presented in Figure 17a-c. It can be seen that for both laminar as well as weakly turbulent conditions the effect of the mean velocity gradient is largest at the capillary entrance, see Figure 17a. Since turbulence does not adjust as fast as the mean velocity, values of \(\tau_T\) at the capillary entrance at corresponding radial positions are smaller than those of \(\tau_L\) (Figure 17b). Significantly larger values of \(\tau_T\) near the wall \((\Psi = 0.4)\) with respect to the capillary axis \((\Psi = 0)\) are related to the development of the boundary layer with largest values of the energy dissipation rate at the pipe wall.
Figure 17 Comparison of the hydrodynamic stresses originating from the mean velocity gradient (a), from turbulent velocity fluctuation (b), and from inertial subrange (c) along various streamlines ($\Psi$ equal to 0 (---), 0.1 (---), 0.2 (-- --), 0.3 (---) and 0.4 (- -) where $\Psi = 0$ represent the capillary axis and $\Psi = 0.5$ the capillary wall). Diameter of the capillary $D_{\text{capillary}} = 0.2$ mm, flow rate $Q = 21.6$ mL min$^{-1}$. Note the different scale used for the stresses.
The capillary exit is characterized by the formation of a turbulent jet, where a significant portion of energy is dissipated due to turbulence, leading to large values of $\alpha_T$ (and consequently $\tau_T$). Small variation of the $\alpha_T$ at different radial positions leads to a relatively narrow distribution of $\tau_T$ across this jet with values varying by a factor of approximately 2, which is significantly smaller than at the capillary entrance. Finally, in Figure 17c values of $\tau_{is}$ as calculated through Eq. 22 using a cell diameter equal to the average value of the undeformed cell (11 $\mu$m) are presented. Considering the maximum and the minimum cell size, a variation in $\tau_{is}$ by $\pm$ 30% around the averaged value is observed. As it can be seen values of $\tau_{is}$ are, for this particular flow conditions, the largest and therefore one would expect that cell damage will be due to the dynamic pressure.

Due to the radial variation of the hydrodynamic stress for all cases and different locations of the largest values of the individual hydrodynamic stresses (either at the capillary entrance or its exit), their mass-weighted average values $\tau_{iave}$ with $i = L, T$, is calculated over the appropriate surfaces (FLUENT 6.2, 2005), are used to characterize each flow condition. These surfaces are constructed by connecting the maxima of the individual hydrodynamic stresses at different radial positions. In Figure 18 an example of $\tau_{is}$ together with the constructed surface (black line) at the capillary exit is illustrated. The comparison of all mentioned hydrodynamic stresses which could cause damage to the cells is presented in Table 2.
### Table 2 Fluid flow characteristics of the sudden contraction as calculated from CFD.

Characteristic values of the hydrodynamic stress are presented in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D_{\text{capillary}}$</th>
<th>$Q$ (mL min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$U_{\text{capillary}}$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$Re$</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{wall}}$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$\tau_{L_{\text{ave}}}^{\text{ave}}$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$\tau_{T_{\text{ave}}}^{\text{ave}}$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$\tau_{i_{\text{ave}}}^{\text{ave}}$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$\Delta p_{\text{calc}}$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$\Delta p_{\text{CFD}}$ (Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.20 mm</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>1.888</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>10637</td>
<td>10952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>3.788</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>29808</td>
<td>29669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>6.454</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>72391</td>
<td>71866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>8.488</td>
<td>1774</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>115603</td>
<td>116679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>11.459</td>
<td>2395</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>1719</td>
<td>209271</td>
<td>206482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.97</td>
<td>14.310</td>
<td>2991</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>2588</td>
<td>339115</td>
<td>316161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.51 mm</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.07 mm</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it can be seen, when the flow is laminar the hydrodynamic stress arising from the mean velocity gradient located at the capillary entrance dominates and any damage to the cells is related to \( \tau_L \). On the other hand, when the flow becomes weakly turbulent, \( Re_{\text{capillary}} \) around 1300, and due to the large cell size with respect to the Kolmogorov length scale, \( \kappa \), the dynamic pressure over the cell size in the turbulent jet at the capillary exit becomes the largest from all investigated stresses. In the following analysis depending on the operating conditions the largest value of the hydrodynamic stress from Table 2 will be used.

Figure 18 Example of the surface (black line) used to calculate the mass-weighted average values of the hydrodynamic stresses \( \tau_r \) and \( \tau_is \). Background: contour plot of \( \tau_is \) calculated for the flow rate \( Q = 21.6 \text{ mL min}^{-1} \) and a capillary diameter equal to 0.2 mm using \( d_{\text{cell}} = 11 \text{ \mu m} \).
3.2.3 Cell Response to Extensional Flow (Short Term)

To investigate the influence of extensional flow on cell death, the cultures are exposed to various magnitudes of hydrodynamic stress and number of passes through a capillary. In addition, based on the observation that near the wall the velocity gradient could reach comparable values to those at the capillary entrance, combined with the experimental data of McQueen et al. (1987), where under turbulent conditions an effect of the capillary length (e.g. the residence time) on the cell viability was observed, it was decided to use also capillaries with various lengths.

Figure 19 shows a plot of the measured forward (FSC) and side (SSC) scattering (plotted versus each other) of sheared and unsheared control samples of HEK cells applying average hydrodynamic stresses, $\tau_{\text{ave}}^L$, in the range from 0.49 to 9.22 Pa. Under these conditions the flow is laminar through the whole domain and according to the section above, the capillary entrance is the area of highest hydrodynamic stress. As can be seen from Figure 19 by comparing the unsheared samples (left column) and the sheared one (right column), no significant change is observed when the average hydrodynamic stress does not exceed a value of 1.09 Pa. Applying larger hydrodynamic stress leads to an increase of cell granularity, indicated by the increase of side-scattering, and a decrease in cell size as illustrated by the decrease of forward scattering. By microscopic inspection of the cells and DNA measurements (data not shown) in the supernatant, it is found that even the highest value of the average hydrodynamic stress presented in Figure 19 after applying 60 passes through the capillary does not lead to any cell membrane damage.
Figure 19 FACS analysis of sheared HEK cells. x-axis: forward scatter, y-axis: side scatter. Left column: unsheared control, right column: sheared samples with an applied shear stress equal to (a) 0.49 Pa (b) 1.09 Pa (c) 3.05 Pa (d) 9.22 Pa.
This observation differs significantly to the conclusions made under simple shear flow (Figure 13), where under such hydrodynamic stresses severe necrosis is observed. On the other hand, as can be seen in Figure 20, the cell shape exhibits typical features of a cell undergoing apoptosis (see section 2.2.5).

![Microscopic images of HEK cells](image)

Figure 20 Microscopic images of HEK cells. (a) unsheared control culture (b) sheared culture after applying 60 passes through a capillary with an inner diameter equal to 0.51 mm and a flow rate of 5.94 mL min⁻¹ resulting in a hydrodynamic stress of 9.22 Pa.

Similar observations of smaller and rougher, obviously apoptotic cells, were presented by Al-Rubeai et al. (1995) using hybridoma cells cultivated in an agitated vessel. This observation is further supported by the measurements of the fluorescence from AnnV and PI binding. An example of the measured AnnV and PI fluorescence for the unsheared and sheared cells is presented in Figure 21. As can be seen higher values of the hydrodynamic stress lead to a significant increase of the AnnV fluorescence (with respect to the unsheared control sample). The peak maximum of the fluorescence signal is clearly shifted to higher values. On the other hand, no change of the PI fluorescence (right column) is observed and supports the previous statement that the most probable mechanism for HEK cell death, under the applied conditions, is apoptosis.
Figure 21 FACS analysis of HEK cells: left column: AnnV fluorescence, right column: PI fluorescence. (---) unsheared control sample; (-----) sheared sample with an applied shear stress equal to (a) 0.49 Pa (b) 1.09 Pa (c) 3.05 Pa (d) 9.22 Pa.

By applying capillaries with the same inner diameter but different lengths the effect of the exposure time on the cell damage is investigated. HEK cells are exposed to
extensional flow at 0.49 Pa, which is below the threshold, and at 9.22 Pa, which is above the limit. After 60 passes through the capillary the cell samples are analyzed by FACS as described previously. As shown in Figure 22, no influence of the capillary length on the extent of cell death is observable, which is in good agreement with the results published by Zhang et al. (1993) and Aloi and Cherry (1994). This supports the CFD analysis, where the largest values of the hydrodynamic stress are observed at the entrance or exit of the capillary.

![Figure 22 FACS analysis of HEK cells. Influence of the capillary length on the extent of cell death. (a) at 0.49 Pa and (b) at 9.22 Pa. (-----) unsheared control sample, (---) sheared at 1x capillary length, (-----) sheared at 3x capillary length.](image-url)
Figure 23 FACS analysis of CHO cells: left column: AnnV fluorescence, right column: PI fluorescence. (●●●) unsheared control sample; (→) sheared sample with an applied shear stress equal to (a) 0.49 Pa (b) 1.09 Pa (c) 3.05 Pa (d) 9.22 Pa.
To test whether similar phenomena would be applicable also for CHO cells, equivalent experiments for this cell line are performed. As can be seen from Figure 23 also for this cell line a slight increase of the AnnV fluorescence is measured for sheared cells with respect to unsheared cells while no change in the PI fluorescence, for both sheared and unsheared samples, over the whole range of hydrodynamic stress is observed. As can be seen for this particular cell line the threshold value of increased AnnV fluorescence is around 3.05 Pa (FSC vs. SSC not shown). To further support this observation, Figure 24 shows images of CHO cells, unsheared and sheared at an average hydrodynamic stress $\tau_{\text{ave}}$ equal to 9.22 Pa. Intensive cell blebbing, the loss of halo, shrinkage in cell size and increased cell granularity can be noticed. The obtained pictures of the sheared cells are again similar to the images of cells obtained from Staurosporine-induced apoptosis (see section 2.2.5).

![Figure 24 Images of CHO cells. (a) unsheared control culture; (b) sheared culture after applying 60 passes through a capillary with an inner diameter equal to 0.51 mm and a flow rate of 5.94 mL min$^{-1}$ resulting in a hydrodynamic stress of 9.22 Pa.](image-url)
It can be concluded that for both cell lines the most probable mechanism controlling cell death, when exposed to low levels of hydrodynamic stress originating from the mean velocity gradient with short duration, is apoptosis. Similar to the simple shear flow also for the extensional flow, a difference in the average hydrodynamic stress threshold values for apoptosis for HEK and CHO cells, equal to 1.09 Pa and 3.05 Pa, respectively, is found. These results accompany the results published by Aloi and Cherry (1994), who detected an increased intracellular calcium concentration, which is known to be a preceding event during apoptosis (Trump and Berezesky, 1995), as response of SF-9 cells to extensional flow (covering both laminar and turbulent conditions). As most of the previous research showed only necrotic cell death in extensional flow fields (McQueen et al., 1987; Zhang et al., 1993), this death mechanism is studied here as well by using a capillary with a diameter of 0.20 mm and employing higher flow rates. When applying a hydrodynamic stress above a certain threshold value both cell lines suffer severe necrosis as measured by an increased DNA release, $\Theta_{\text{ns}}$, (Figure 25), as well as and by an increase in AnnV and PI fluorescence (Figure 26).
Figure 25 Example of DNA release kinetics upon shear exposure by applying extensional flow. (a) HEK cells; (b) CHO cells. (—) exponential fit (●) 2588 Pa (△) 1719 Pa (■) 1007 Pa (◇) 237 Pa. Detailed information about the operating conditions are shown in Table 2.
Figure 26 FACS analysis of HEK cells, PI and AnnV fluorescence. (---) unsheared control sample; (—) sheared sample after 60 passes through the sudden contraction applying a hydrodynamic stress equal to 1007 Pa.

In general it is required to apply between 3 and 15 passes to reach a steady state. Connecting this observation with the values of the averaged hydrodynamic stresses as presented in Table 2, it can be seen that significant cell damage and therefore an increase of $\Theta_{s/m}$, occurs when $\tau_{is}^{ave}$ becomes dominant, with a ratio of cell size to the Kolmogorov length scale around 5. Comparable ratios of the cell size to Kolmogorov length scale for cell necrosis were found by other authors (McQueen et al., 1987; Zhang et al., 1993). To summarize the observed trend, a comparison of the steady state values of $\Theta_{s/m}$ as a function of the applied hydrodynamic stress is presented in Figure 27. It can be seen that for both cell lines the threshold value of the hydrodynamic stress is equal to 500 ± 100 Pa. The uncertainty interval is due to the cell size distribution covering a range from 7 to 15 $\mu$m. As the relevant data in the literature do not use CFD to characterize the flow the comparison with this threshold value is not straightforward. For that purpose corresponding values of the wall shear stress, $\tau_{wall}$ (see Table 2), which for the threshold
is around 300 Pa, are used. This value is in agreement with \( \tau_{\text{wall}} \) values around 180 and 260 Pa as obtained by McQueen et al. (1987) and Zhang et al. (1993) using hybridoma and myeloma cells. No effect of the capillary lengths on the extent of cell death was also observed by Zhang et al. (1993) and Aloia and Cherry (1994), but contrasted with the results by McQueen et al. (1987).

![Graph showing average \( \Theta_{\text{sens}} \) from CHO and HEK cells upon shear exposure after applying 60 passes through the sudden contraction (exp. error within 17%) as a function of average hydrodynamic stress (Table 2).]

Approximating the cell bursting in the experiments with the disintegration of drops or bubbles in the inertial subrange of turbulence, when the hydrodynamic stress exceeds the confinement stress \( \tau_c \left( = 6 \sigma_m / d_{\text{cell}} \right) \) (Lasheras et al., 2002), it is possible to estimate the value of the cell membrane tension, \( \sigma_m \). Using the value of the critical hydrodynamic stress as determined above and a minimum and maximum cell size \( d_{\text{cell}} \)
equal to 7 and 15 μm the cell membrane tension $\sigma_m$ for these two cell lines was equal to $1.17 \pm 0.65 \text{ mN m}^{-1}$. This value is in good agreement with values measured by Zhang et al. (1992), where the bursting tension of individual hybridoma cells using a micromanipulation technique equal to $1.8 \pm 0.5 \text{ mN m}^{-1}$ was found.

### 3.2.4 Cell Response to Extensional Flow (Long Term)

Since, the critical threshold values presented above are determined in short term experiments, where the cells are sheared only for a short time of 1 - 4 hours, it is of practical interest to investigate the response of the cells over long term exposure which should reflect more closely the hydrodynamic environment a cell will encounter during culturing inside a sparged stirred tank reactor (Aloi and Cherry, 1996). In this type of experiment (Figure 8) the exposure to high shear stresses inside the capillary will represent the peak values close to the impeller, whereas the reservoir is mimicking the bulk fluid featuring the lowest shear stresses. In consequence, the cells will encounter two distinct hydrodynamic regions in an alternating fashion. During the extended shear experiments, as described in section 2.6, the culture is pumped through the capillary by a syringe pump over a period of 1500 passes. The circulation time of a suspended cell within a STR, operated under turbulent conditions, can be approximated to be equal to a fifth of the reactor mixing time $t_M$ (Campolo et al., 2003; Nienow, 1997; Patwardhan and Joshi, 1999). Taking a typical $t_M$ for a STR of around 60 seconds, it can be concluded that the experimental set-up is able to mimic the in vitro environment within a stirred tank reactor over a period of 5 hours. Throughout the experiment, the culture fluid was oxygenated by surface aeration inside the reservoir and oxygen limitation could be
eliminated. Additionally, the temperature was kept at 37° C. At the end of each experiment the pH of the supernatant was determined to exclude the effect of sub-optimal culture environment. Moreover, one control culture was always used to exclude any side-effects of a sub-optimal culture environment.

In contrary to the short term experiments, multiple exposures over a long time lead to a lower threshold as presented in Figure 28. Applying shear stress values lower than 1 Pa, the cell viability is constant over a long time. The forces acting on the cell are not high enough to cause any damage. In contrast, when applying a hydrodynamic stress of 10 Pa, macroscopic damage to the cellular membrane can be observed leading to a decreased viability to 30 % after 1500 passes. Moreover, exposure to even higher stresses around 170 Pa leads to a final viability of 20 % after the same number of passes. Taking the previous experimental results into account, where the same cell line suffered apoptosis after short term exposure (60 passes) to a hydrodynamic stress of around 2 Pa, this would indicate that the culture exhibits post-apoptotic necrosis. Another contribution could be the cumulative effect of multiple and continuous exposure to sub-lethal shear stress levels resulting eventually in necrosis.

The decrease in cell viability is confirmed by the measurement of released DNA into the supernatant (Figure 29). Clearly, the critical value can be found in the range of 1 to 10 Pa. Nevertheless, the exact threshold for a particular cell line is influenced by many parameters like medium composition or culture history and has to be always determined independently.
Figure 28 Cell viability of CHO cells upon shear exposure after applying 1500 passes through the sudden contraction as a function of the hydrodynamic stress. (□) 0.03 Pa (▲) 1.0 Pa (●) 10 Pa (▼) 170 Pa.

Figure 29 DNA release of CHO cells upon shear exposure after applying 1500 passes through the sudden contraction as a function of the hydrodynamic stress. (□) 0.03 Pa (●) 10 Pa (▼) 170 Pa.
By the addition of Pluronic F-68 to the culture medium the detrimental effect of the shear stress on cell viability could not be significantly lowered (data not shown). This is probably due to the fact that Pluronic is known to protect cells only under sparging conditions where the cells are damaged as a result of the contact with rising and bursting bubbles (Michaels and Papoutsakis, 1991).

From the practical point of view, it can be summarized that a particular bioreactor should not exhibit regions featuring peak shear stresses, $\tau_{\text{crit}}$, above 1 Pa, to avoid cell damage due to hydrodynamic forces.

### 3.3 Conclusions

It was shown that protein-free growing CHO and HEK cells respond differently when exposed to steady simple shear or extensional flow patterns. Exceeding a critical threshold value, the cultures will either enter the apoptotic pathway or dye by necrosis. In simple shear flow, low values of hydrodynamic stress ($\tau_{\text{crit}}$ around 2 Pa), lead to a permanent deformation of the cell and cause severe cell necrosis. In contrast, when cells are exposed to extensional flow with hydrodynamic stresses of the same amplitude, operated under laminar conditions, a very short exposure to the hydrodynamic stress leads to the induction of the apoptotic death pathway. In extensional flow necrosis was either observed when the cell size is larger than the Kolmogorov length scale resulting in significantly larger values of the critical hydrodynamic stress with respect to the simple shear case ($\tau_{\text{crit}} > 500$ Pa) or when the exposure time was significantly increased ($1 \text{ Pa} < \tau_{\text{crit}} < 10$ Pa). Based on the measurements presented in this study, the CHO cell line
proved to be more robust against the induction of apoptosis but suffers necrosis under slightly lower hydrodynamic stress compared to the HEK cell line.

The maximum shear levels determined in this study should be kept in mind and avoided during pharmaceutical production to enhance culture longevity and to increase recombinant protein productivity.
Chapter 4
Development of a Novel Taylor-Couette Bioreactor

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Bioreactor Design Considerations

The expansion of all types of cells requires suitable bioreactors to provide an optimal *in vitro* environment, mimicking *in vivo* conditions. Ideally, the bioreactor should provide and maintain the highest degree of environmental uniformity, avoiding concentration gradients of nutrients, toxic metabolic byproducts, and oxygen, without featuring critical levels of shear stress (Figure 30). Since all these parameters are interrelated, compromises have often to be made, leading necessarily to sub-optimal performance.

One of the most critical design parameter is the oxygen mass transfer rate. The major aim of aeration is to ensure the oxygen supply to the cultured cells, needed for their energy metabolism in aerobic pathways (e.g. the oxidative phosphorylation in the glucose metabolism). The typical oxygen demand of cultured mammalian cells is reported to be
equal to $2.6 \times 10^{-13}$ mol O$_2$ cell$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$ (Ducommun et al., 2000). For optimal cell growth a dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) of 20 - 80 % air saturation (AS) should be adjusted (Ozturk and Palsson, 1990). A lower critical DO was found at 0.5 % AS (Miller et al., 1987).

Moreover, in any cultivation vessel mixing is crucial, determining heat and mass transfer, culture performance, and product quality. In general, mixing pursues three major goals: 1) maintaining particles, e.g. cells, in suspension 2) the homogenous distribution of nutrients and metabolic waste products by minimizing gradients and 3) dispersing the

Figure 30 Cell debilitating forces within the bioreactor environment.
medium components on the molecular level (micro-mixing). The mixing time should be significantly smaller than the time scales of cell growth and substrate consumption, to avoid transport limitations. However, for the cultivation of mammalian cells typical rates are in the scale of hours and are therefore rather limited by kinetics than by transport. Nevertheless, liquid homogeneity has to be ensured to expose the cultured cells to a consistent microenvironment, which will guarantee highest product quality and reproducibility of the process (Andersen and Goochee, 1995; Borys et al., 1993; Cruz et al., 2000; deZengotita et al., 2002; Lara et al., 2006; Miller et al., 1987).

4.1.2 State of the Art in Biopharmaceutical Development and Production

In most biopharmaceutical applications the stirred tank reactor (STR) is the system of choice and is used as major workhorse for the cultivation of mammalian cells and the production of recombinant proteins. Furthermore, cell-based technologies using mammalian tissues and stem cells for therapeutic applications are gaining attention and become a focal point of interest within the pharmaceutical industry.

Although well established in industrial practice, the STR exhibits several drawbacks such as mixing pathologies (Alvarez et al., 2005; Arratia et al., 2004), foaming problems (Nehring et al., 2004), difficult scalability under laminar conditions (Alvarez et al., 2005; Arratia et al., 2004), a broad distribution of the energy dissipation rate (Alexopoulos et al., 2002; Bouyer et al., 2005; Cutter, 1966; Wu and Patterson, 1989; Zhou and Kresta, 1998), and the potential of damaging shear sensitive cells, tissues and cell aggregates in the zone of highest hydrodynamic stresses in the vicinity of the impeller and through bubble aeration. Besides bulk hydromechanical forces (for instance high shear gradients
and disruptive eddies) in the vicinity of the impeller, shear forces originating from bubble breakup and in draining films during foam formation being, at least one order of magnitude greater those in the bulk (Marks, 2003), cause sub-lethal cell response (Dunlop et al., 1994; Joosten and Shuler, 2003; Keane et al., 2003; Senger and Karim, 2003) or in the severest case cell death (Al-Rubeai et al., 1995; Cherry and Hulle, 1992; Chisti, 2001; GarciaBriones and Chalmers, 1994; McQueen et al., 1987; Tramper et al., 1986).

To overcome the mentioned problems several bioreactors for the production of biopharmaceutical products have been proposed and implemented, including various stirred tank modifications, airlift, hollow-fiber, packed-bed, fluidized-bed, and most recently different disposable devices, like the Wave bioreactor. A detailed summary of these configurations can be found elsewhere (Warnock and Al-Rubeai, 2006). Possible solutions to replace bubble aeration are membrane-based air supply systems employing tubes or flat membranes inside the reactor or external oxygenation modules. Here, silicone, polypropylene (PP), and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing and membranes have turned out to be the most appropriate materials because of their high gas permeability and their mechanical, thermal, and chemical stability (Table 3).
### Table 3 Comparison of sparging and bubble-free oxygenation approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Cell system</th>
<th>$D_{\text{wall}} / \text{mm}$</th>
<th>$A/V$ ratio</th>
<th>$k_a / \text{h}^{-1}$</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP hollow fiber</td>
<td>Plant cells</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>2.64 - 3.75</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP hollow fiber</td>
<td>Mouse fibroblast</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8.2 - 32.7</td>
<td>1.93 - 7.74</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP membrane</td>
<td>Hybridoma</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP membrane</td>
<td>Mouse fibroblast</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.9 - 11.8</td>
<td>0.34 - 0.8</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTFE tubing</td>
<td>Hybridoma</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.1 - 7.0*</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone, PP tubing</td>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.63 - 1.58</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>CHO, hybridoma</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.4 - 28</td>
<td>1.6 - 3.8</td>
<td>(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>Plant cells</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13.91</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>Plant cells</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>MDCK</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>1.3 - 1.6</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>Hybridoma</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>Hybridoma</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>Mouse LS cells</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.18 - 11.8</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone tubing</td>
<td>FS-4</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>~0.5</td>
<td>(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave bioreactor</td>
<td>NS0, HEK, SF9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5 - 4.0</td>
<td>(16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface aeration</td>
<td>Murine fibroblast</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2 - 0.8</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>MDCK</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30.6 - 50.4</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>MDCK</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.4 - 10.4</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $k_a$ values from Nehring et al. (2004) calculated from exp. data of Schneider et al. (2004).
Despite the efforts made, there is still a need for further reactor development to find the best compromise between maximized liquid homogeneity and mass transfer while exposing the cultured cells and tissues to a minimum level of shear stress. Addressing these requirements, the concept of the Taylor-Couette (TC) like bioreactor with a bubble-free aeration system was first introduced and successful implemented for the cultivation of red beet suspension cells (Janes et al., 1987). Later on, the rotating-wall vessel (RWV) was developed and patented (Anderson and Schwarz, 1998; Schwarz et al., 1988). A similar concept was introduced with the high-aspect rotating-wall vessel (HARV) reactor, featuring no inner cylinder (Cowger et al., 1999; Cowger et al., 1997). For Sf-9 cells it was shown that in shaker flasks the necrotic cell formation rate constant was three times higher than in the HARV culture. Additionally, the apoptotic cell formation rate constant turned out to be almost 4 times lower in the HARV culture, which was attributed to the reduction of hydrodynamic stress exerted to the cell population. These observations were accompanied by reduced glucose utilization, lower yields in lactate and ammonia, and enhanced culture longevity. Baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells were cultivated on microcarriers under low (0.05 Pa) and high shear (0.09 Pa) conditions within a rotating wall vessel (Goodwin et al., 1993). It was found that under high shear the formation of 3-dimensional aggregates was suppressed, the cells failed to proliferate, and the release of intracellular components was increased. The growth and productivity of two insect cell lines was investigated in shaker flasks and the HARV (Saarinen and Murhammer, 2000). It was concluded that the lower shear, present in the HARV, may be the beneficial factor for increased protein production. Published data indicate that the application of rotating wall vessels and its gentle, homogenous microenvironment may
contribute to increased protein production by allowing the cells to spend their metabolic energy on growth and production rather than for repair mechanisms required after stress exposure.

Nevertheless, rotating wall vessels and Taylor-Couette devices are suffering from several drawbacks. For instance, it was shown that the RWV, employing a concentric inner cylinder composed of a gas permeable membrane, where the mass transport is controlled by molecular diffusion, develops a very heterogeneous oxygen distribution within the working volume, which decreases sharply towards the outer cylinder wall. This is the case even for cultivations containing cell aggregates or cell supporting microcarriers when operated at low agitation rates or small particle sizes (Kwon et al., 2008). Additionally, all systems operating with a rotating outer cylinder will be difficult to operate under continuous or perfusion mode, due to construction problems. Considering the shear rate distribution, TC devices as well as ST reactors feature in general a broad profile leading to a heterogeneous microenvironment (Soos et al., 2007). Moreover, limitations of the TC unit are emerging when operated under laminar conditions, where it was shown that intra-vortex mixing is dominated by molecular diffusion, leading to significant heterogeneities (Desmet et al., 1996). Further limitations were identified for two phase systems containing particles, where the dispersed phase accumulated in regions of low velocities, that is the vortex cores (Resende et al., 2001). To prevent such a segregation process it is possible to use the eccentrical assembly of the inner cylinder (Cole, 1967; Tennakoon and Andereck, 1993; Vohr, 1968), the rotation of both cylinders at different velocities (Lopez and Marques, 2002) and the implementation of a non-circular cross-section of the inner cylinder (Snyder, 1968; Soos et al., 2007).
4.1.3 Design and Construction of the LTC Reactor

In this work the concept of the lobed Taylor-Couette reactor (Soos et al., 2007) is extended to biotechnological applications so as to overcome the limitations mentioned above present for TC and ST units. For a better understanding, a brief introduction into the concept of the Taylor-Couette system shall be given in the following.

The fluid motion in the annular space between two coaxial cylinders has been already described in the 19th century and found its first application as viscometer in 1890 (Couette, 1890; Taylor, 1923). Assuming a static outer cylinder and a slowly rotating inner one, the developed flow becomes steady and purely azimuthal and the velocity gradient in radial direction, also called shear rate, $\gamma$, is equal to the derivative of the angular velocity with respect to the radial direction. Any disturbance by the velocity is damped by the fluid viscosity and the flow is called circular Couette flow (Figure 31a). It is worth noting that the same type of flow develops when the outer cylinder is rotating and the inner one is at rest. Accelerating the rotation speed of the inner cylinder, conditions are reached where the viscous forces, which are proportional to the velocity gradient, are not any more able to compensate the centrifugal force acting on the fluid elements, which is proportional to the square of the velocity, leading to the development of a secondary flow. This flow pattern characterized by the presence of axisymmetric vortices, known as Taylor vortex flow (Taylor, 1923), is superimposed on the Couette flow as illustrated in Figure 31b,c.
Figure 31: Flow pattern between two concentric cylinders. (a) circular Couette flow; (b) Taylor vortex flow; (c) vortex cells developing in the gap during Taylor vortex flow.

Increasing the rotation speed further a second transition can be observed, where the vortices start to oscillate generating an azimuthal wave, traveling around the inner cylinder known as wavy vortex flow. The number of azimuthal waves and the individual vortex height depend upon the cylinder length, the rotation speed and $d/r_i$ (Di Prima and Swinney, 1979). Eventually, when the rotation speed is increased even further, the flow becomes gradually turbulent and is called turbulent vortex flow. A more detailed description of the different pattern and transitions in coaxial cylinders flows can be found.
elsewhere (Andereck et al., 1986; Kataoka, 1986). As for other flow devices such as pipes or stirred tanks, the observed flow pattern can be related to the dimensionless Reynolds number ($Re$), relating the inertial forces relative to the viscous forces, defined as:

$$Re = \frac{r_\pi \sigma d}{\nu}$$

(24)

where $r_i$ represents the radius of the inner cylinder, $\sigma$ the annular velocity, $d$ the gap width, and $\nu$ the kinematic viscosity. To relate centrifugal forces relative to the viscous forces, another dimensionless group called Taylor number ($Ta$), is used. This is defined as following:

$$Ta = \frac{r_\pi \sigma^2 d^3}{\nu^2}$$

(25)

As pointed out in section 4.1.2, the classical TC suffers from several drawbacks. Addressing these problems, a Taylor-Couette unit with three exchangeable inner cylinder modules of different cross-sectional shape was designed, characterized, and patented from our laboratory (Morbidelli et al., 2005; Soos et al., 2007). The different devices are used to evaluate the influence of the cross-sectional shape of the inner cylinder on the flow characteristics within the annular gap. The respective cross-sections are given in Figure 32. The left one corresponds to the classical TC with a constant gap width equal to 8 mm. The other two represent two lobed configurations with a non-constant gap width (8-12 mm and 8-20 mm). Accordingly, the three devices are named TC, LTC 8-12 and LTC 8-20 with $d_{max}/d_{min}$ equal to 1.0, 1.5 and 2.5.
To characterize the hydrodynamic environment inside the three units, several experiments and simulations have been carried out and shall be discussed in the following.

By the use of a rheoscopic fluid, the flow field within the three reactors is visualized. To emphasize the improvement made through the implementation of a non-circular cross-section of the inner cylinder with a large \( d_{\text{max}} / d_{\text{min}} \), the flow profile of the LTC is compared with a common TC (\( d_{\text{max}} / d_{\text{min}} = 1 \)) and a LTC with a smaller \( d_{\text{max}} / d_{\text{min}} \) (see Figure 32). In Figure 33 the flow regimes, occurring at different rotational speeds (rpm) in the three reactor configurations are given.
Figure 33 Flow regimes, occurring at different rotational speeds (rpm) in the three reactor configurations, visualized by the use of a rheoscopic fluid. Numbers in bold represent the rotation speed in rpm. Upper row: TC 8-8, middle row: LTC 8-12, lower row: LTC 8-20.
The flow pattern is commonly related to $Re/Re_c$ (Kataoka, 1986), which for instance has to be greater than 20 for $r_i/r_o$ around 0.85 (Lueptow et al., 1992) for turbulent Taylor vortex flow. For a radius ratio equal to 0.68 the turbulent Taylor vortices appear at $Re/Re_c$ around 35 (Kataoka, 1986).

At the lowest rotation speed during these experiments, $Re/Re_c$ in the LTC 8-20 is equal to 63, meaning the device is operating under turbulent vortex flow. To obtain the same $Re/Re_c$ in the LTC 8-12 and the TC, it is necessary to increase the rotation speed to 90 and 150 rpm, respectively. By comparing the respective pictures in Figure 33, it becomes obvious that under these conditions the vortex instabilities in the LTC 8-20 are more pronounced. For the TC and the LTC 8-12, Taylor-vortices are clearly visible and dominating the flow pattern, leading to a reduction of intra and inter vortex mixing (Desmet et al., 1996; Snyder, 1968). Overall, the application of a non-constant gap width along the radial direction perpendicular to the rotation axis leads to additional instabilities superimposed to the main flow structure (Taylor vortices) in the TC device.

As mixing within a bioreactor is a critical process parameter it is characterized by determining the mixing times in all three units as described in 2.5. In Figure 34 the normalized pH response curves after disturbance, measured at the same volume average energy dissipation rate $\varepsilon (=0.013 \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-3})$, are shown. All three response curves show a certain delay after the base injection, as the tracer has to travel through the annular gap to the other end of the unit, where the pH probe is installed. Clearly, the stable vortices within the TC unit (see Figure 33) hinder the transport and increase the time needed for
homogenization. By increasing $d_{\text{max}}/d_{\text{min}}$ these vortices are destabilized and the mixing is enhanced, as seen for the LTC 8-12 and LTC 8-20.

![Normalized pH response curves](image)

Figure 34 Normalized pH response curves after disturbance, measured at the same volume average energy dissipation rate $\varepsilon$ (=0.013 m$^2$/s$^3$). (▲) TC (□) LTC 8-12 (■) LTC 8-20.

Another quantity that has to be determined is the local hydrodynamic stress inside the culture unit, which is known to be deleterious for the suspended cells (3.2.4). For a detailed description of the occurring shear stresses see section 3.1.2. As the flow in all devices is three dimensional, the maximum positive eigenvalues of the rate of strain tensor are evaluated numerically applying the Householder reduction and the QL method (Press et al., 1992) implemented through a User Defined Function (FLUENT 6.2. UDF Manual 2005). To evaluate the energy dissipation rate in a particular system it is common to use either a torque measurement, or an empirical correlation for the Power number (Langheinrich et al., 2002; Nienow, 1997), or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
simulations. As it was shown previously, the LTC 8-20 shows a substantially narrowed
distribution, meaning a more homogenous environment, with respect to the other two
devices (Soos et al., 2007).

4.1.4 Design of the LTC Bioreactor

In the studies made above, the LTC 8-20 showed superior performance over the
TC and the LTC 8-12 units, regarding the exhibited flow structure, the mixing time and
the distribution of the energy dissipation rate (Soos et al., 2007) and can be therefore
regarded as improved design. Based on these results, a lobed Taylor-Couette reactor is
constructed featuring a $d_{\text{max}}/d_{\text{min}}$ equal to 2.5. The LTC reactor has a total working
volume of 3.0 L and consists of two concentric cylinders as illustrated in Figure 35, and
Figure 36, adapted from the LTC 8-20.

Figure 35 (a) cross-section of the LTC reactor - all dimensions in mm; (b) one part of the
inner cylinder with installed membrane sheets.
Rotation of the inner cylinder is provided via a 3-phase step motor (Berger Lahr, Germany). The reactor has no head space and the ends of the reactor are conically shaped (Figure 36). Oxygen is delivered via a steel-mesh reinforced silicone membrane (Franatech GmbH, Germany) with a thickness of 150 μm ± 5 μm, mechanically fixed on the perforated inner cylinder (Figure 35 and Figure 36). The specific oxygen permeability of the membrane as provided by the manufacturer is equal to 0.26 mol O₂ m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹. To deliver enough oxygen to the cultivation media the air pressure of the inner cylinder is regulated and stepwise increased on demand of the growing culture. The culture temperature of 37° C is controlled using a tube, wrapped around the outer cylinder connected to the Labfors® temperature control unit. The bioreactor can be operated in either vertical or horizontal mode. To measure and control all relevant quantities during cultivation at each end of the vessel a pH electrode (Lazar Research Labs, USA), a DO sensor (Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland) and a temperature probe (Condustrie-Met, Switzerland) are mounted (Figure 36). In addition bottles for sampling, re-feeding, base (0.2 mol NaOH) and acid (0.2 mol HCl) addition, inoculum and feed/harvest are connected via tubing to the reactor ports. On the top of the reactor a liquid level indicator is mounted and the gas-cooler attached. A picture of the final set-up can be seen in Figure 37.

To calculate the membrane area required for batch cultivation of mammalian cells a maximal achievable cell density equal to 5 x 10⁶ cells mL⁻¹ (Nienow, 2006) is assumed. Using a typical oxygen uptake rate of 2.6 x 10⁻¹³ mol O₂ cell⁻¹ h⁻¹ (Ducommun et al., 2000) and the specific oxygen permeability of the membrane stated by the manufacturer, a necessary membrane area of 147 cm² is calculated. The reactor features a total
membrane area of 297 cm$^2$ and offers therefore a safety buffer of a factor two. In addition, the aeration capacity could be increased by feeding oxygen enriched air instead of pure air.

Figure 36 Schematic set-up of the LTC reactor.
Figure 37 Set-up of the LTC. A Monitoring; B Gas cooler; C Control unit; D Gas pressure valve; E Pumps; F Liquid level indicator; G Probes (pH, DO, T); H Sampling device; I Motor; J Rotary axis; K Temperature control; L Observation window; M Feed and harvest lines; N Gas inlet.
4.1.5 Stirred Tank Reactor

A commercial stirred tank benchtop reactor (Labfors® III, Infors HT, Switzerland) with a total volume equal to 3.6 L (2.7 L working volume) is used as benchmark reactor (Figure 38 and Figure 39). The double-jacketed, round bottom vessel is equipped with a pitched, elephant-ear three-bladed impeller, magnetic coupled with the motor. The gas flow rate for aerating the STR is controlled by a thermal mass flow valve, Red-y, with a complete mass flow range between 0.06 - 2.0 L min⁻¹ (corresponding to 0.02 - 0.74 volume per volume and minute (vvm)). The agitation rates are adjusted to values between 40 and 300 rpm.

In the lid of the vessel a pH electrode (Lazar Research Labs, USA), a DO sensor (Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland) and a temperature probe (Condustric-Met, Switzerland) are mounted. Additionally, bottles for sampling, base (0.2 mol NaOH) and acid (0.2 mol HCl) addition, inoculum and feed/harvest are connected via tubing to the reactor ports. On top of the reactor the gas-cooler is attached.
Figure 38 Schematic view of the Labfors® III stirred tank reactor - all dimensions in mm.
Figure 39 Set-up of the STR. **A** Control unit with monitoring; **B** Pumps; **C** Gas cooler; **D** Motor; **E** Probes (pH, DO, T); **F** Gas inlet valve; **G** Feed, harvest lines; **H** Sampling device; **I** Temperature control.
4.1.6 Numerical Details of the CFD Simulations

To evaluate the hydrodynamic stresses in the two bioreactors, CFD simulations of the flow field in both units are performed using FLUENT v6.2. Due to the vessel symmetry all simulations for the LTC are carried out using only one half of the unit height. The computation grid contained 20 nodes in the radial direction, 170 nodes in axial direction, and 420 nodes in the circumferential direction. In addition, points in the gap are distributed asymmetrically in order to properly resolve the local large gradients near the inner and outer walls. Thus, the total number of the computational cells (for 1/2 of the reactor height) was around 1’428’000. To take the turbulent flow in the LTC into account, a Reynolds Stress Model (FLUENT 6.2, 2005) combined with a standard wall function is employed. The rotation of the inner cylinder is implemented by a rotating reference frame where the liquid rotates with the same velocity as the inner cylinder, and the outer cylinder is treated as static (Sengupta et al., 2001).

In the case of the STR it was shown that the standard $k-\varepsilon$ model (FLUENT 6.2, 2005) combined with a standard wall function is a suitable choice to characterize the flow field (Campolo et al., 2003; Kumaresan and Joshi, 2006; Soos et al., 2007). To simulate the rotation of the impeller the sliding mesh approach is adopted. The computational mesh contained approximately 500’000 elements.

4.2 Results and Discussion

4.2.1 Hydrodynamics and Flow Field Characterization

Since the STR as well as the LTC is not equipped with a torque meter and the Power numbers are not available, the evaluation of the energy dissipation rate is done
using CFD simulations. As discussed earlier the cell damage during cultivation can be caused by hydrodynamic stress originating from gradients of the mean velocity, $\tau_L$ (Eq. 13), or from gradients of the fluctuating velocity field caused by turbulence, $\tau_{VS}$ (Eq. 19), or from the dynamic pressure acting on the opposite sides of the cell, $\tau_{IS}$ (Eq. 22). In order to distinguish whether cell damage occurs in the viscous subrange (Eq. 19) or in the inertial subrange (Eq. 22), the cell size is compared to the size of the smallest turbulent eddies characterized by the Kolmogorov microscale, $\kappa$ (Eq. 18). The hydrodynamic stresses above are computed through CFD and the obtained values are compared with the experimentally determined threshold value ranging from 1 to 10 Pa above the cells undergo substantial damage (3.2.4). It is found that the LTC has to be operated below 75 rpm, corresponding to a volume average energy dissipation rate of 0.021 m$^2$ s$^{-3}$, in order to keep the hydrodynamic stress below the threshold value mentioned. Moreover, by comparing the size of the cells to the size of the smallest turbulent eddies characterized by the Kolmogorov microscale $\kappa$, it was found that for this operating conditions the cell size remains equal or smaller than $\kappa$. Consequently, any cell damage due to turbulence will occur in the viscous subrange and the corresponding hydrodynamic stress to which cells are exposed is evaluated using Eq. 19. A comparison of the distributions of $\tau_L$ and $\tau_{VS}$ evaluated from CFD simulation of the LTC operated at 75 rpm is shown in Figure 40. It can be concluded that turbulence in the viscous subrange is mostly responsible for cell damage. However, under those conditions the maximum value of $\tau_{VS}$ is around 0.8 Pa and therefore smaller than the threshold value leading to substantial cell damage (3.2.4).
Figure 40 Comparison of the distribution of the hydrodynamic stresses originating from mean flow (---) and from turbulence in the viscous subrange (——) in the LTC device calculated for rotation speed of 75 rpm.

Figure 41 Comparison of the distribution of the hydrodynamic stresses originating from mean flow (---) and from turbulence in the viscous subrange (——) in the STR device calculated for rotation speed 130 rpm.
In order to compare the performance of both bioreactors, the STR process is designed to operate at a similar volume average energy dissipation rate $\langle \varepsilon \rangle = 0.036 \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-3}$, which corresponds to a rotation speed of the impeller equal to 130 rpm.

![Figure 42 Distribution of the hydrodynamic stress gradients of the fluctuating velocity field caused by turbulence for the LTC (-----) and for STR (-----).

From the data shown in Figure 41, it is seen that, similar to the LTC, also for the STR the cell damage is solely controlled by the hydrodynamic stresses due to gradients of the fluctuating velocity field in the viscous subrange caused by turbulence. A comparison of $\tau_{\text{vs}}$ for both stirring devices is presented in Figure 42. It is seen, that the $\tau_{\text{vs}}$ distribution in the STR is substantially broader than in the LTC and covers three orders of magnitude. This goes from values around 2.7 Pa characteristic of the vicinity of the impeller blades to values around 0.004 Pa found at the periphery of the vessel, distant from the impeller. Suspended particles will therefore encounter two distinct hydrodynamic regions in an alternating fashion: a) high hydrodynamic stress regions in the vicinity of the stirring device b) low hydrodynamic stress regions away from the
impeller. Comparing the values of the $\tau_{vs}$ maxima obtained in both devices, it is seen that the STR exhibits approximately three times larger hydrodynamic stresses compared to the LTC, although the average energy dissipation rate is similar.

It can be concluded that suspended cells in the LTC will experience a more homogenous microenvironment, without regions of high hydrodynamic stress, while traveling through the liquid. Additionally, zones of very low hydrodynamic stress, where mass transfer is inevitably limited, are avoided.

### 4.2.2 Mixing Time

To compare the performance of the STR and the LTC, the mixing time for both reactors are determined as in section 2.5 described. In Figure 43 the dimensionless mixing time, $Nt_M$, representing the number of revolutions needed to achieve a certain degree of homogeneity, obtained by multiplying the mixing time with the rotation speed, is presented. For the STR it can be seen that the electrode placed in the bulk close to the impeller reacts faster than the electrode close to the liquid surface. Especially, under low rotation speeds the mixing process in the periphery of the reactor can take 60% longer than in the bulk fluid. At higher agitation speed the difference becomes negligible. Since, the shear sensitivity of mammalian cells restricts the agitation speed to low values this circumstance may influence the homogeneity of the culture environment. For the LTC it can be seen, that for both electrodes the mixing time for all conditioned is the same. It can be seen that the LTC reactor needs under its particular set-up circa 1000 revolutions to achieve the desired homogeneity of 95%. The STR is performing similar in approximately 50 revolutions. Nevertheless, it can be seen that $Nt_M$ in the LTC is a
constant over the range investigated, meaning the reactor is always working under turbulent conditions (Nagata, 1975). In contrary, $N_{t_m}$ in the STR decreases at lower rotation speed, meaning the flow becomes transient or even laminar, where mass transfer limitations become unavoidable. Again, since the cultivation of mammalian cells has to be performed at low rotation speed, this circumstance becomes crucial.

![Graph showing the dimensionless mixing time $N_{t_m}$ as a function of the energy dissipation rate.](image)

Figure 43 The dimensionless mixing time $N_{t_m}$ as a function of the energy dissipation rate. (●) STR at the liquid surface; (○) STR in the bulk; (□,■) LTC at both reactor ends.

Although, the mixing time within the STR is approximately one order of magnitude faster than in the LTC, the time required for reaching homogeneity in the LTC can be regarded as adequate performance for cell culturing. This is due to the fact that the time scales for mammalian cell growth and substrate consumption are in the range of hours and therefore rather kinetically than transport limited.
By comparing these results with other bubble-free reactor systems like the Wave® bioreactor, where typical mixing times of approximately 180 seconds are reported (Hearle et al., 2002), the LTC shows competitiveness. A summary of measured mixing times in various bioreactors is given elsewhere (Lara et al., 2006), indicating values ranging from a few seconds to a couple of minutes.

### 4.2.3 Mass transfer characteristics

The mass transfer coefficient for all units is determined by the dynamic method as described in 2.4. An example of the plot \( \ln(1 - y(t)) \) versus time, to obtain \( k_L a \) for the LTC at three rotation speeds (25, 50, and 100 rpm) using a transmembrane pressure (TMP) equal to 0.8 bar, is presented in Figure 44.

![Figure 44](image)

Figure 44 \( k_L a \) determination (LTC data at 0.8 bar TMP). (◇) 25 (□) 50 (○) 100 rpm.

Similar curves are determined for all conditions and both reactors. According to Eq. 7, the \( k_L a \) values are obtained from the slopes of the fitted line to the experimental
data as illustrated. A summary of the obtained \( k_{L,a} \) values for both reactors is presented in Figure 45 and Table 4. It can be seen, that by employing higher agitation rates, turbulence increases and the liquid boundary film thickness is decreasing, leading to larger oxygen mass transfer. A similar effect on the mass transfer coefficient can be obtained by increasing the TMP and the aeration rate.

Figure 45 Mass transfer coefficients for (a) the LTC as a function of the agitation rate and the TMP; (b) the STR as a function of the agitation and aeration rate.

Comparing the values measured in this study with data published in the literature (see Table 3), it can be seen that the mass transfer properties of the LTC reactor are comparable with already established systems using membrane aeration, i.e. 1 - 5 \( \text{h}^{-1} \). On the other hand, \( k_{L,a} \) values in sparged systems can reach values up to 30 \( \text{h}^{-1} \) and are up to one order of magnitude higher than bubble-free systems.

Considering that a mass transfer coefficient of around 1.0 \( \text{h}^{-1} \) is sufficient to ensure oxygen supply to cultured animal cells at densities up to \( 10^7 \) cells mL\(^{-1} \) (Fenge et al., 1993), from the data in Table 4 it is seen that such a result could be obtained by
operating the LTC reactor at 50 rpm and 0.5 bar inner cylinder pressure or at 100 rpm and 0.3 bar pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TMP rpm</th>
<th>LTC</th>
<th>STR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vvm rpm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>27.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>31.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Experimental $k_{la}$ values (h$^{-1}$) for both reactors.

4.2.4 Membrane Lifetime and Reusability

To evaluate the mass transfer properties and reusability of the membrane material over various sterilization cycles, a scale-down model system is developed and tested. For this purpose a metal cassette with an installed membrane sheet (effective membrane area of 17.6 cm$^2$) is introduced into the STR. The vessel is filled with tap water, heated to 37$^\circ$C and deoxygenized by flushing with nitrogen for 15 min. During this period also the head space of the reactor is thoroughly depleted of residual oxygen and therefore oxygen introduction via surface aeration is entirely avoided. The agitation rate is set to 100 rpm and an air pressure of 1.0 bar applied to the cassette. After recording the dissolved oxygen evolution until approximately 4% air saturation the cassette is dismounted and autoclaved for 20 min at 121$^\circ$C. This procedure is repeated six times and no effect of the sterilization on the membrane gas permeability found (Figure 46). It shall be noted that the slow oxygenation of the water derives from the small area/volume ratio of 0.66 and
not a poor permeability of the membrane. Visual inspection of the membrane sheets did also not show any effect of the sterilization procedure.

Figure 46 Membrane permeability after various sterilization cycles. [■] new membrane (○) after 1 (▲) after 3 (▽) after 6 sterilization cycles.

4.2.5 Cell Cultivation

Two cultivations systems, one using the LTC and the other the STR, are prepared as described in 4.1.4 and 4.1.5. According to the CFD analysis and the obtained threshold value for cell damage (3.2.4), the rotation speed is set to 75 rpm for the LTC resulting in a volume average energy dissipation rate of 0.021 m² s⁻³ and a maximum hydrodynamic stress around 0.8 Pa. The same cultivation is performed in the STR while keeping a similar volume average energy dissipation rate, resulting in an agitation rate of 130 rpm for which the maximum value of \( \tau_{vs} \) is around 2.7 Pa.

The inoculums for both reactors are prepared in roller bottles by feeding cells at a concentration of 3.5 \( \times 10^5 \) cells mL⁻¹ in fresh HTS medium 3-4 days before the start of
the reactor cultivation. 24 hours before reactor inoculation, 20 % of the growth media in the roller bottles is substituted by fresh medium. At the same time 0.1 % (w/v) Pluronic F-68 is dissolved in 50 mL fresh HTS media, sterile filtrated and incubated at 37° C. The following day the F-68 solution is mixed with HTS media and pumped into the respective reactor. The LTC is mounted inclined (circa 5°) to ensure that residual gas is pushed out through the gas outlet. After reaching the predetermined set points for pH, DO and temperature, the inoculum (between 6-10 % of total reactor volume) is fed to the reactor. Liquid samples are taken on a regular basis. The solution is centrifuged at 18 g for 4 minutes and the supernatant aliquoted and frozen for further analysis at -20° C.

As mentioned earlier, any bioprocess has to be tightly controlled to maintain an optimum culture environment. A typical profile of temperature, pH, and DO during the cultivation in the LTC is shown in Figure 47. Obviously, the delivery of a constant temperature and pH can be easily achieved by the proposed design. Nevertheless, the DO value decreases over the culture time due to cell growth. By increasing the gas inlet pressure the system is able to maintain a DO > 20 % air saturation until 96 hours. After that point in time, the cell density and oxygen consumption is too high and the system can not sustain a sufficient oxygen delivery. This limitation can be resolved by feeding oxygen enriched air into the inner cylinder instead of pure air. By this simple adjustment, the aeration system should be able to deliver up to 5 fold more oxygen to the culture medium. Another point of concern is the selectivity of the used membrane. Up to now, it is not known whether all air components pass the silicone membrane at the same rate. If, for instance, nitrogen is slightly retained in the inner cylinder, it will accumulate and lead to a decreasing oxygen mass transfer. Therefore, the system shall be partially
reconstructed to allow a constant gas exchange within the inner cylinder. It is worth noting that neither DO nor pH or temperature oscillations are observed during the STR run.

![Figure 47 Stability and controllability of the LTC system during cultivation. (—) Temperature (▪▪▪) pH (▪▪▪) DO.](image)

As can be seen in Figure 48a,b the LTC culture exhibits the typical growth profile with a short lag phase followed by exponential growth and finally reaching a plateau. The maximum cell density is equal to $1.8 \times 10^6$ cells mL$^{-1}$ with a cell viability of 95%. In contrast, the cell concentration and viability in the STR drops immediately after inoculation. These results support the CFD analysis combined with the experimentally obtained threshold value (3.2.4). The maximum value of the hydrodynamic stress in the LTC (0.8 Pa) is in fact below the threshold value (1 to 10 Pa) while in the STR the peak value (2.7 Pa) exceeds this limit.
Figure 48 CHO cultivation in the (■) LTC and the (○) STR. (a, b) at a comparable energy dissipation rate (0.021 and 0.036 m² s⁻³) (c, d) (▲) STR at an energy dissipation rate equal to 0.002 m² s⁻³.

In order to reduce the hydrodynamic stresses in the STR the agitation rate was decreased to 50 rpm for which the volume averaged energy dissipation rate was equal to 0.002 m² s⁻³ and the corresponding maximum value of the hydrodynamic stress 0.8 Pa. We note that under this low stirring speed according to Langheinrich et al. (2002) the energy dissipated by aeration is approximately 1000 times smaller compared to the energy dissipation rate near the impeller. In addition, it was shown (see section 4.2.2) that
under this rotation speed, mass transfer limitations are inevitable. The obtained growth profile is presented in Figure 48c,d. As it can be seen the growth profile for these conditions is similar to that obtained in the LTC, although the maximum cell density in the STR is smaller, i.e. about $1.1 \times 10^6$ cells mL$^{-1}$. A comparison of the cell growth rate in time for the two reactors is shown in Figure 49.

![Figure 49 Growth rate of CHO cells in the different culture systems. Black bars: LTC culture, grey bars: STR culture.](image)

It can be seen that the LTC culture is growing faster and exhibits a shorter lag phase. These results are in good agreement with studies made for the bioreactor cultivation of stem cells, where it was found, that the doubling time as well as the maximum cell density are significantly affected by the maximum shear stress occurring in the culture environment (Youn et al., 2006). The calculated doubling times are equal to 18.8 hours for the LTC culture and 25.9 hours for the STR. Based on these results it can be concluded that the higher energy input, leading to enhanced mass transfer, combined
with the more homogenous microenvironment in the LTC reactor enables higher cell
densities and faster growth.

As described in section 2.2.2 the metabolism of the cultivated cells can be
retraced by HPLC analysis of the supernatant. In Figure 50 a typical RI chromatogram
displaying the nutrient glucose (eluting at 10.9 min) and the waste product lactate (eluting
at 15.5 min) over the culture time, is shown. The graph shows exemplarily, the process of
substrate consumption and by-product accumulation.

![RI signal of liquid samples taken after (▬) 0.2 (▬) 20 (▬) 50 (●●●) 74 (●●●) 99 (●●●) 139 hours.](image)

The glucose concentration decreases quickly and reaches zero after around 75
hours. In contrast, lactate accumulates until the glucose is completely consumed. At that
point of time, the cells change their carbon source and start to metabolize also lactate.
Hence, its liquid concentration drops. In Figure 51, the metabolic profile, in terms of the
glucose consumption and lactate production, is illustrated. As expected these curves
reflect the cell growth (Figure 48). In particular, at the point where the glucose concentration within the LTC medium reaches zero (after circa 75 hours), cell growth is slowing down and eventually stops. Due to a metabolic shift from glucose to lactate consumption (Messi, 2008), the lactate concentration starts to decrease after the glucose is depleted. A similar observation about the metabolic profile can be made for the STR run, with the exception that in this case the glucose concentration does not reach zero. This can be explained by looking at the culture viability profile (Figure 48), where the cell viability in the STR dropped to 50% after 3.5 days resulting in less substrate consumption.

![Figure 51 Comparison of the metabolic profile in the two culture systems (squares) LTC and (circles) STR. (○, □) Lactate and (●, ■) Glucose concentrations.](image)

In other words, the cells in the LTC exhibit a higher metabolic activity and consume all the available glucose. In contrary, the STR culture is debilitated by the hydrodynamic environment and dies before able to consume all substrate.
Figure 52 Comparison of the two culture systems (■) LTC and (○) STR. (a) SEAP production; (b) total protein accumulation in the supernatant; (c) contamination index $\phi$. 
To evaluate the effect of the hydrodynamic environment on the cells productivity, the SEAP concentration in the culture medium is determined as shown in Figure 52a. SEAP production in the LTC reactor reached its maximum after 4.5 days and leveled off at a value of 47 U L\(^{-1}\). This corresponds to an increase, compared to the STR operated at \(\langle \varepsilon \rangle = 0.002\) m\(^2\) s\(^{-3}\), of almost 60 %, which can be attributed to the higher cell density and faster growth in the LTC. The resulting volumetric productivity is equal to 0.36 and 0.26 U L\(^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\) for the LTC and the STR, respectively, indicating an increase of almost 40 % in the case of the LTC reactor. It is worth noting that this circumstance could be further exploited by implementing a biphasic growth concept, where the culture is first driven to high cell densities and subsequently growth-arrested to enhance productivity (Fussenegger et al., 1997; Mazur et al., 1998).

Another point of interest during cell cultivation for recombinant protein production emerges by looking at the purity of the resulting supernatant represented for instance by the amount of total protein released into the culture fluid. Figure 52b shows the profile of total released protein during the cultivation. Since the shear stress originating from agitation is below the threshold value for cell damage (3.2.4), the sharp increase in total protein concentration observed shortly after inoculation shows the detrimental effect of the bubble aeration employed in the STR. In fact, remarkable foam formation is observed as shown in Figure 53. Rising bubbles will transport suspended cells to the liquid surface and lead inevitable to an accumulation of cells within the foam layer. Moreover, during the bursting of the bubbles, severe cell damage can be expected, leading to a decreased cell viability and a loss in productivity (Cherry and Hulle, 1992; Handa-Corrigan et al., 1989; Michaels et al., 1996). By the implementation of the
membrane aeration system in the zero-head space LTC reactor, these kinds of problems are eliminated. The LTC culture shows no significant damage and the release of protein into the medium is linearly increasing over the culture time. The contamination index $\phi$ (Eq. 5) relating the amount of total protein and SEAP within the supernatant is presented in Figure 52c. As expected, the initial damage of the weakest cells after inoculation leads to large values of the $\phi$-ratio in the beginning of the STR process. During cultivation, the contamination index decreases due to the SEAP production. Nevertheless, at the end of the cultivation, the amount of contaminating host cell proteins (HCP) in the STR supernatant exceeds the LTC value by a factor of two, making the downstream processing of the STR product more complicated and expensive.

Figure 53 Foaming due to bubble aeration during cell cultivation in the STR (at 50 rpm, 0.1 vvm, with protein-free HTS media supplemented with 0.1 w/v % F-68).

It is also worth noting that, damaged cells are known to release other undesired species as for instance sialidases, which can affect the oligosaccharide structure of the
produced glycoproteins (Goldman et al., 1997; Gramer and Goochee, 1993) and hence the product yield. Further optimization of the LTC process could also lead to a reduced harvest time and therefore minimize the concentration of contaminants and proteases within the supernatant.

Finally, the dependency of cell growth on Pluronic F-68 in both systems is evaluated. Both reactors were operated at comparable maximum hydrodynamic stresses under the conditions described above without the supplementation of F-68. Cell cultivation performed in the STR at 50 rpm and 0.1 vvm using F-68 free medium led to an immediate decline in the viable cell density resulting in a dead culture after 36 hours (data not shown). In contrary, the LTC reactor permits the cultivation of mammalian cells without the addition of any cell protective agents (data not shown) and reached cell densities at least equal to that in the STR with F-68. By avoiding the medium supplement Pluronic F-68, mass transfer is enhanced (Kawase and Mooyoung, 1990) and downstream processing simplified.

4.3 Conclusions

The major objective of this study was to develop a novel bioreactor, combining the benefits of existing reactor systems, to establish a reactor unit suitable for the cultivation of shear sensitive cells and tissues. It was shown that the proposed device is featuring good mass transfer characteristics at low shear values both in maximal magnitude as well as distribution. Further the lobed Taylor-Couette bioreactor emerged superior to a common STR regarding cell cultivation. It was proven that the lag phase after inoculation is shortened, the maximum cell density as well as the growth rate is increased and that the volumetric productivity is enhanced. Moreover, the LTC process
introduces ten times more energy to the culture fluid, compared to the STR, without sacrificing cell viability and productivity. By implementing a zero-head-space, the working volume is increased and foaming, leading to the accumulation and loss of medium components or cells, is avoided. Moreover, cell cultivation without the supplementation with cell protective and antifoam reagents is feasible. Especially nowadays, where product integrity and consistency are of uttermost importance and strongly controlled by the regulatory authorities, the LTC provides a suitable tool for biopharmaceutical research, development and production. Possible applications could vary from culturing cell suspensions and cell aggregates, large plant cells, adherent cells on microcarriers, shear-sensitive biocatalysts, protoplasts and stem cells to tissue scaffolds.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

A detailed study of the response of mammalian cells to environmental stress, namely shear stress, has been conducted in this work. Based to these results, a novel bioreactor was constructed in order to overcome the limitations of established culture systems.

In the first part of this work, it was shown that mammalian cells respond differently when exposed to steady simple shear or extensional flow patterns. Exceeding a critical threshold value, the cultures will either enter the apoptotic pathway or dye by necrosis. In simple shear flow, low values of hydrodynamic stress cause severe cell necrosis. In contrast, when cells are exposed to extensional flow with hydrodynamic stresses of the same amplitude, operated under laminar conditions, a very short exposure to the hydrodynamic stress leads to the induction of the apoptotic death pathway. During short term exposure in extensional flow, necrosis was observed when the cell size was larger than the Kolmogorov length scale resulting in significantly larger values of the critical hydrodynamic stress with respect to the simple shear case. However, under
prolonged exposure to extensional flow cells suffer severe necrosis even under shear stresses comparable to the threshold obtained using simple shear flow.

In order to avoid the hydrodynamic stresses larger than these threshold values a novel bioreactor for the cultivation of shear sensitive cells and tissues was developed. The main benefits of the proposed device compared to the well established stirred tank reactor were (a) a gentle hydrodynamic environment with low shear values both in maximal magnitude as well as distribution (b) a shortened lag phase after inoculation (c) a higher maximum cell density and growth rate (d) an increased volumetric productivity (e) an enhanced power input without sacrificing cell viability or productivity and (f) the avoidance of cell protective and antifoam reagents during cultivation.

The results obtained from the comparison of the culture systems proved the suitability of the in the first part of this thesis proposed model systems, to predict the critical level of shear stress for cell damage in real cultivation systems. By implementing the proposed experimental set-up for evaluating the threshold value, expensive and time consuming small-scale experiments in bioreactors to establish the operating conditions, namely the agitation rate, can be avoided.

Especially nowadays, where product integrity and consistency are of uttermost importance and strongly controlled by the regulatory authorities, the lobed Taylor-Couette bioreactor provides a suitable tool for biopharmaceutical research, development and production. Possible applications could vary from culturing cell suspensions and cell aggregates, large plant cells, adherent cells on microcarriers, shear-sensitive biocatalysts, protoplasts and stem cells to tissues grown on scaffolds.
Chapter 6

Outlook

The lobed Taylor-Couette bioreactor was developed in-house and proved to be a promising alternative to already established cell cultivation systems. Nevertheless, the LTC unit is still in its initial phase of development and requires further optimization. The following issues should be addressed in advanced studies:

Up to now the LTC unit is operated at an agitation speed of 75 rpm, equal to a volume average energy dissipation rate of 0.021 m² s⁻³. This value was chosen, based on the results obtained during the cell damage experiments. Nevertheless, the critical threshold value for cell damage is still not accurately determined giving rise to the possibility of higher agitation speeds and therefore enhanced mass transfer. Moreover, the product quality and purity in both reactor types should be further investigated. Especially, the benefit of a higher viability in the LTC, connected to a decreased release of HCP and DNA, is of uttermost importance for the subsequent downstream-processing of produced proteins.

Another point of interest arises from the results obtained during cell cultivation. It was observed that glucose depletion occurs already after 72 hours of cultivation, leading
to substrate limitation and a reduced cell viability. In this context, medium optimization and the development of a proper feeding strategy should be considered to enhance the culture longevity. Additionally, by the implementation of a continuous or perfusion operation mode, the productivity could be further increased. A perfusion system could be for instance accomplished by the installation of a by-pass channel connected to a filtration system conducting the cell retention (Buntemeyer et al., 1994; Castilho et al., 2002).

Moreover the process environment within the LTC unit, especially the dissolved oxygen concentration (DO), is not yet optimized. Due to the current oxygen delivery method, the system suffers from a non-constant DO over the cultivation time. Since, the dissolved oxygen tension in the culture medium has been shown to affect productivity, cell metabolism and protein glycosylation (Boise et al., 1993; Kunkel et al., 2000; Kunkel et al., 1998; Kurano et al., 1990; Link et al., 2004; Ozturk and Palsson, 1990), the optimization of the aeration system has to be addressed. Here, a dynamic adaptation of the gas pressure to the changing culture needs seems to be a promising solution. Additionally, the inner cylinder should be equipped with a gas outlet to avoid a potential selective gas accumulation within the pressurized space.

Even though the LTC reactor shows superior process performance in comparison to the STR, it will be difficult to substitute this well established system in the field of mammalian suspension cell cultivation. Nevertheless, there are other market niches like the 3D cultivation of mammalian tissues or stem cells, which lately draw more and more attention. Large-scale production of these kind of cells is still difficult due to a lack of a suitable culture system with a robust micro-environmental control. Static cultures do not
provide steady-state operating conditions and are limited in the cultivation area. Therefore, stirred suspension culture techniques were explored and evaluated regarding their suitability. Most of the proposed systems are modifications of the common stirred tank reactor, suffering from diverse drawbacks like a broad distribution of the energy dissipation rate. Here, the LTC reactor could fill the gap providing a more homogenous and controlled microenvironment supporting effectively cell proliferation by the mild and fine-tuned shear environment.
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